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The content of  the UCEA Review is not peer reviewed, 
and any opinions printed in the Review should not 
be viewed as a statement by UCEA, UCEA Execu-
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UCEA faculty. The opinions expressed are those of  
the authors alone. The UCEA Review serves as a source 
of  information and news and a place where program 
innovations are shared and critical questions are raised. 
Members use the review for debate, to share opinions, 
and to engage the educational administration commu-
nity in conversation and debate. If  you have ideas con-
cerning substantive feature articles, interviews, point/
counterpoints, or innovative programs, UCEA Review 
editors would be happy to hear from you. The Edito-
rial Team (see back page of  the Review) meets twice a 
year. One to two features appear in each issue of  the 
Review, which is published three times a year.
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different. In the words of  hip hop poets Outkast, “you can plan a 
pretty picnic, but you can’t predict the weather.” Their use of  the 
word picnic and its racist origins aside, these poets remind us that 
things change, and often this change is due to elements outside of  
our control. What a difference a year makes. Personally, in a year’s 
time, I have become a mother again. We welcomed our younger 
son, Avery, into our family in June. Professionally, in August, after 
serving only one year at the University of  Houston, as program 
director for the EdD, I have taken on the role of  associate 
department chair, in the midst of  a number of  changes in our 
department. Politically, over a year ago, prior to assuming the role 
of  UCEA president, I assumed the next occupant of  the White 
House would be a woman who, while in many ways considered a 
problematic candidate, was uniquely qualified to be President. And 
finally, I was looking forward to delivering my speech on the sun-
kissed, balmy isle of  Puerto Rico. Much has changed. 

As I reflect on this organization and our mission of
• Promoting, sponsoring, and disseminating research on the 

essential problems of  schooling and leadership practice;
• Improving the preparation and professional development of  

educational leaders and professors; and
• Positively influencing local, state, and national educational 

policy,
I am compelled to reflect for a few moments on how we accom-
plish our mission in the current social and political context. It is 
my belief  that Moral Leadership is key to our ability to reclaim our 
time, so to speak. 

Who Am I: Subject Position
First let me say that I don’t position myself  as an expert on these 
topics, and for many of  you who are daily engaged in the work 
of  emancipatory research and resistance, you will hopefully hear 
a message that affirms your thinking, but more than anything, it 
reflects my endeavor to speak my truth to power. 

So who am I to be talking to you about this topic? Obvi-
ously, this is my last duty as president, but more than that I want 
to speak about my subject position, my aim to share my thoughts 
about the political context and its influence on leadership in gen-
eral, on educational leadership, specifically, and the imperative for 
advocacy and reclaiming what is ours for those of  us who desire 
to be on the right side of  RIGHT. However, I do this through the 
filter of  my identity. So, again, who am I? Well, I am an African 
American, married, heterosexual female. I am the eldest of  three 
girls. I am able bodied. I am a third-generation college graduate. 
I was born and raised in the Northeast, although I have spent a 
significant portion of  my life in the Midwest and in the South. 
I was raised in a home with my parents and a sister. We were a 
working-class family with middle-class values. At times we lived in 
poverty—but it was a silent existence. Most people didn’t know we 
were barely making it financially. We were never poor enough to 
qualify for free and reduced-price lunch. Initially, my mother was 
a stay-at-home mom. This was a choice my young parents thought 
was best so that they were assured of  our safety and well-being. 
I attended an all-Black private school during some of  my most 
formative years. I skipped two grades in school. It was a profound 
experience and has probably shaped my being more than even I 
know. I am thankful to have had a space to learn that was affirm-
ing and instilled confidence and racial pride in me. When I left that 

context to attend public school, my experience was the complete 
and total opposite. 

It is this experience that I want to use as the starting point 
for this discussion. I remember being placed in the bottom read-
ing and math when I transferred to public school. This was 
done at a time when schools were still openly tracking students. 
Some of  us in the room are old enough to remember this ex-
perience. Remember, I was skipped twice—that happened at the 
private school. The public school admitted me into my appro-
priate grade—per my parents’ request—and this was for social 
rather than academic reasons, for anyone wondering. However, 
they never tested me. The only thing I had in common with my 
classmates (who incidentally were Black, although the school was 
integrated), in addition to race, was neighborhood. It was like the 
school officials looked at my address and my race and made a de-
cision about my intellectual capacity. I am thankful for two things 
during this time. First, I am thankful that I spoke up. I went home 
early in this experience and told my mother I didn’t think I was 
in the right class. I found the work to be too easy. Second, I am 
thankful for a mother who listened and went up to that school. 
My mother asked if  they had tested me at the school. They had 
not. They assigned me to a class just by looking at me, essentially. 
My mother went to the school and made them test me. As a result 
of  testing, I went from the bottom to the top. How could the 
school do that to me? How did the teacher not notice that I was 
in the wrong place? What would have happened to me if  had 
not said something? What would have happened if  my mother 
didn’t advocate for me? My academic career would certainly be 
extremely different. I learned a great deal about the oppressive 
structures and forces schools embrace and replicate during my 
early days in public school. These experiences have served as the 
foundation of  the passion I have for dismantling such structures 
and for providing support to social justice oriented leaders in such 
spaces. This is my way of  reclaiming our time.

That term has recently been made popular by Congress-
woman Maxine Waters. I was taken at her use of  this phrase to 
thwart Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin’s attempts to sidestep 
in answering Waters’s direct questions concerning his failure to re-
spond to a direct letter from her, during a House Financial Servic-
es Committee meeting. In fact, video of  her uttering this phrase 
went viral. An article in the Washington Post states, 

For many women and people of  color, the phrase “re-
claiming my time” felt particularly poignant with the idea 
of  reclamation specifically speaking to both the present 
and the past…that allowed it to be read by many as a 
powerful overturning of  a system usually used to keep 
her and those like her in their place. Rather than con-
tinuing to cede the floor to others, “reclaiming my time,” 
signaled that it was the moment for Waters—and maybe 
all of  us—to take our power back. (Emba, 2017)

I use the pronoun “our,” in reclaiming OUR time, to invoke 
notions of  collective responsibility necessary in order to dismantle 
oppressive structures. How exactly do we reclaim our time? I 
hope to unpack that further in this talk, but first, I want to set a 
foundation for this notion by sharing a thought from the movie, 
“Marshall,” about Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall. 
Marshall’s job as an NAACP lawyer was to serve as defense 
counsel for clients who were being tried or targeted because 
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of  their race. There is a scene from the movie where Marshall 
and cocounsel Sam Friedman are walking down the courthouse 
steps after a day of  court where a Black man is being tried for 
raping a White woman. In this scene, Marshall tells Friedman the 
Constitution was not written for us, but we will make it WORK 
FOR US. It is OURS now. 

Specifically, I hope this example helps to clarify what I mean 
by the word “OUR” in the phrase reclaiming OUR time. In some 
ways, I am referring to time and space that was not established 
for us, but that we have made work for us, so it is OURS now. 
We are reclaiming it. As moral leaders operating in spaces char-
acterized by structural and systemic oppression, we are ALWAYS 
ALREADY reclaiming OUR time. And to bring this home, I 
want to pose a similar notion about leadership. The first studies 
of  leadership led to the development of  the Great Man Theory. 
This theory excluded everyone who was not a wealthy, White male 
from leadership. Subsequent theories and studies of  leadership 
were often exclusive as well. In many ways the idea of  leader-
ship was not written for us—by “us” I mean the beautiful us that 
is diverse in identity, philosophy, values, and thoughts—nor the 
constituents we serve—but it is OURS now. In an article titled, 
“Moral Leadership: Shifting the Management Paradigm,” Michael 
Dantley (2005) states, “It is actively immoral for school leaders 
to attempt to embrace any genre of  administration without first 
grappling with the social, political, and cultural contexts in which 
their schools exist” (p. 40). In the current political context we need 
a leadership framework that is responsive to our collective needs 
and goals, even if  we must take that which was not created FOR 
us and reclaim it as ours. 

The Current Political Context
I must say that as a Black woman and the mother of  two Black 
sons, the current political context frightens me. It is jarring that so 
much bias is sanctioned by those occupying the highest leadership 
positions in the land. In the current social and political context, 
racism, sexism, classism, ableism, homophobia, and many other 
forms of  bias exist and contribute to structural oppression. These 
structures are so implicit that we often don’t recognize them. We 
need to be reclaiming our time. 

In the current social and political context we observe lead-
ers ignore the practice of  political correctness and basic civility. In 
this context social media has become a platform for commentary 
and critique. Whether this comes from the individual occupying 
the highest leadership role in the land or from keyboard warriors 
hiding behind the anonymity of  a computer monitor and a clever 
screen name, it seems that as a society we have lost our care and 
concern for the impact of  our words on others. We need to be 
reclaiming our time.

In this current social and political context, White suprema-
cists are called “very fine people” and professional football players 
(and other athletes), most of  whom are Black, who exercise their 
First Amendment right to protest, are “sons of  bitches.” We need 
to be reclaiming our time.

In the current context, leadership blames citizens for their 
own infrastructure problems, is slow to send aid to the neediest 
citizens suffering from a natural disaster, and engages in a Twitter 
war with any leader that questions the expedience of  the support, 
a prime example of  the fact that socioeconomic status continues 

to stratify us. We need to be reclaiming our time.
In the current context, our transgender sisters and brothers 

are denied the basic human right of  using the restroom that cor-
responds with their gender identity. In the current context, race 
and socioeconomic status intersect to produce vastly different 
outcomes for different people. For instance, Brock Turner can 
be convicted of  three counts of  felony sexual assault and serve 3 
months, and 16-year-old Kalief  Browder can be imprisoned for 
3 years without trial for allegedly stealing a backpack, spending 
most of  his time in solitary confinement. We need to be reclaim-
ing our time.

In the current context, women have constantly received the 
message that they are second-class citizens in a variety of  ways: 
Women, though qualified, have never occupied the highest lead-
ership position in the land; the gender pay gap is still pervasive; 
and men still have the power to legislate women’s reproductive 
health care choices. We need to be reclaiming our time.

In the current context, my husband and I, in spite of  our 
fancy degrees and nice neighborhood, are acutely aware that we 
must continually have “the talk” with our sons about how to en-
gage with law enforcement and others, so that a minor incident 
doesn’t turn their lives into a hashtag—we will have to continually 
remind our little beautiful Black boys that society may attempt to 
commodify their bodies (often through sport), but they will never 
be valued as people. I worry as a mom for my babies already.  We 
need to be reclaiming our time.

In the current context, the Second Amendment right to 
bear arms precludes any discussion of  gun control. Mass murders 
are blamed on mental illness (which is curious since other coun-
tries with gun control laws also have citizens who suffer from 
mental illness), and no place is sacred, including schools, universi-
ties, movie theaters, or places of  worship. In fact, it seems easier 
to buy a gun than to purchase allergy medicine. We need to be 
reclaiming our time.

In the current context, leaders in Flint, Michigan conspired 
to a deal that poisoned the water with lead for poor citizens, lied 
to citizens about the quality of  the water, and have yet to fix the 
problem. The effects of  this have not yet been seen. We need to 
be reclaiming our time. 

In the current social and political context, it seems that 
the goal of  the current administration is to dismantle all of  the 
successful policies and promises of  the previous administration, 
from the Affordable Cara Act to the Deferred Action for Child-
hood Arrivals, and many others. The educational leadership re-
search informs us that as visionary leaders we should be looking 
forward, not behind. We must reclaim our time. 

The Context of  Schools
Schools are a microcosm of  society. As such, schools have been 
the site of  replication for many of  the issues that I articulated 
that plague our current social-political context. For instance:

• In several schools and districts, the leadership has decided 
to exclude athletes take a knee during the playing of  the 
national anthem. These children have followed the example 
of  peaceful protest like some of  their role  models, but the 
school and district leadership have forgotten that in 1969, 
the Supreme Court ruled in Tinker v. Des Moines (Gee & 
Daniel, 2014) that students do not “shed their constitution-
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al rights to freedom of  speech or expression at the school-
house gate.”  

• Schools are excluding African American female students 
for eschewing White mainstream standards of  beauty by 
wearing braids, locks, and other natural hair styles. If  you 
Google Black girl’s natural hair and racism and you will find 
a multitude of  examples where administrators decided to 
EXCLUDE African American female (and in some cases 
male) students because of  their natural hair styles. Can you 
imagine a White female student being EXCLUDED from 
school because she chose to wear her hair in its natural state 
or wore a protective style? 

• More than a year of  campaign rhetoric about immigrants 
led to reports of  increased bullying of  students. Many stu-
dents live in fear of  deportation of  caretakers. Several inci-
dences of  students chanting, “Build the wall!” have been re-
ported since the outcome of  the elections. Needless to say, 
the stress of  all of  this can take a toll on student academics 
and social interactions. 

• Our LGBTQ students continue to be bullied in schools. As 
school and district leaders grapple with basic issues like pro-
viding appropriate locker room and restroom facilities, the 
current administration has returned these decisions to the 
states, deciding to withdraw and rescind the guidelines is-
sues by the previous administration that required schools to 
allow transgender students specifically to use the restrooms 
matching their gender identity rather than their birth gen-
der.

In addition to the myriad challenges infiltrating schools 
from the larger social and political context, the demographics of  
schools are changing. And while the racial and ethnic diversity of  
school students has increased, the percentages of  White teachers 
and administrators have remained relatively constant. What has 
also remained relatively constant is the opportunity gaps that of-
ten influence student outcomes (Milner, 2010). The starkest  evi-
dence of  this is the overrepresentation of  Black and Brown stu-
dents in exclusionary disciplinary tactics; the underrepresentation 
of  Black and Brown children in gifted, Advanced Placement, and 
IB programs; the overrepresentation of  Black and Brown chil-
dren in special education; and the underrepresentation of  female 
students in the STEM subjects. 

While there is movement in these areas, the structural op-
pression still exists. In the midst of  this is individual student and 
families’ experiences of  this oppression and the ways in which 
this oppression and daily micro aggressions then color their ex-
periences of  the educational system. Often this begins early and 
is pervasive. These issues amplify the need for school and district 
leadership that is responsive to these needs. In light of  all of  this 
and so much more, it is time to reclaim our time and enact ele-
ments of  moral leadership. 

Moral Leadership 

“The moral arc of  the universe is long, but it bends toward justice” – 
Martin Luther King, Jr.

Leadership is the ability to influence people toward a goal. Lead-
ership theories describe and prescribe leaders’ behavior, often in 

light of  the skills or traits of  the leader, the nature of  the situ-
ation, and the development level of  the followers. “Exemplary 
leader behavior is important because leaders serve as role models 
for followers and set norms and expectations that influence the 
thoughts and behaviors of  followers” (Hannah, Avolio, & Wa-
lumbwa, 2011, p. 561). The leader’s job in the midst of  change is 
to facilitate the creation of  a culture that influences things for the 
better (Fullan, 2003).

Moral leadership both describes and prescribes the charac-
ter and values of  the leader in consideration of  the situation and 
the condition of  those whom the leader serves. As a concept, 
moral leadership has its genesis in the field of  nursing. Bjarnason 
and LaSala (2011) describe moral leadership as the raising of  col-
lective and individual expectations, “communicating openly and 
honestly, being fair and trustworthy, and being proactive rather 
than reactive” (p. 23). James MacGregor Burns describes moral 
leadership as, “less the Ten Commandments and more the Gold-
en Rule” (p. 483). He states, “Moral leadership emerges from and 
always returns to, the fundamental wants and needs, aspirations 
and values of  the followers” (p. 483). Essentially, values are at the 
heart of  leadership (Furman, 2003). In her 2003 UCEA Presi-
dential address, Gail Furman posited that leadership “should be 
concerned with right and wrong, not with traits, behaviors, roles 
and so on” (Furman, 2003, p. 3). 

In addition to these definitions found in the literature, I 
see moral leadership as comprised of  component parts. Effec-
tive moral leadership hinges on and is enacted at the nexus of  a 
triumvirate of  moral purpose, moral outrage and moral courage 
(Figure 1). In the next sections, I describe each.

 
Figure 1. Moral leadership.

Moral Purpose (Motivation)

To those whom much is given, much is required. 

The first element in my paradigm and the foundation of  the 
notion of  moral leadership is moral purpose. Purpose is the 
foundation for the work that we do, it is the vision to which we 
aspire. Furman (2003) states that moral purpose is “the sense of  
purpose in our work as educators that fires the imagination and 
the heart, that proceeds from a sense of  duty and conscience, 
that inspires, that let’s us know we are doing something really 
important” (p. 2). 

Purpose-driven leaders are “focused on helping those in the 
learning community cope with elusive and volatile matters while 
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maintaining a vision and hope that transcends them” (Dantley, 
2009, p. 45). As I pondered content for this address, I thought 
about the current social and political context and how those who 
engage in acts of  resistance are challenged and often further op-
pressed. I also thought about my experiences as a student and 
then as a teacher and as a school leader. I thought about my pas-
sion and opinions about leadership and leadership development. 
I asked myself  the question I now pose to each of  you: Why do I 
do this work? What tools do leaders need to be effective in doing 
this work? What makes it challenging? What is at the heart of  our 
passion for the work we do? As you silently reflect, I will answer 
the question by sharing a story. This is a bit interactive. I want you 
to think about the FIRST time you noticed difference has a social 
value. Did you realize that your group membership in the group 
WITH privilege or WITHOUT?

[Share the Chocolate Milk story]
When I came to public school (from the all Black private 

school) I was full of  confidence and pride. I felt like a valued 
member of  a community. I felt important. Public school stripped 
me of  all of  that and I became largely invisible to my teachers. I 
was the wrong race. I lived in the wrong neighborhood. My par-
ents had the wrong pedigree. Ultimately, I do this work because I 
want all children, especially our most vulnerable ones to feel con-
fident. I want them to know we see them. I want them to know 
I love them. I want them to know that the world may not always 
value you, but you will be given what you need to be successful. 
I do this work to help teachers and leaders to create the kind of  
culture that values all of  the children. I do this work to change the 
world. That is my purpose. What is yours? How are you reclaim-
ing our time?

Moral Outrage (Indignation/Wokeness)

“To be a Negro in the country and to be relatively conscious [what 
some of  us call “woke”] is to be in a rage almost all of  the time.”   
– James Baldwin

Moral outrage is the second element in my paradigm of  moral 
leadership. It occurs as a response to perceived injustice. We feel 
moral outrage when we face situations that challenge our beliefs 
about what is right, and fair and just. Moral outrage allows us to 
intercede on the behalf  of  others. Specifically, moral outrage is 
often expressed against a system or set of  policies or practices 
that oppress or disadvantage others.

Pike (1991) defined moral outrage as follows: An emotional 
response to the inability to carry out moral choices or decisions, 
moral outrage is characterized by energy-draining frustration, 
anger, disgust, and a sense of  powerlessness. Those who exhibit 
moral outrage are often willing to put themselves on the line for 
others whom they feel are oppressed. The research admonishes 
us to be careful with moral outrage (Rushton, 2017). That is, we 
must be careful to use our moral outrage for good. However, at 
the heart of  the matter is, what ignites your righteous indignation? 
What issues of  social justice and equity elicit a visceral reaction 
from you? How are they connected to your motivation or moral 
purpose?

The current social and political context provides tremen-
dous fertile ground for moral outrage. There is a saying, “If  we 
don’t learn from our history, we are doomed to repeat it.” I believe 

if  we create and then celebrate historic monuments to our evil 
history, we have made our hellish history our painful present and 
we have doomed ourselves.  

For those who live in the power minority, our existence is 
characterized by outrage. To quote James Baldwin, “to be a Ne-
gro in the country and to be relatively conscious is to be in a rage 
almost all of  the time.” However, we all should be outraged. As 
leaders, the inequities we see in schools reinforced by structural 
oppression should absolutely outrage us. We need to feel this righ-
teous anger. 

Thus, moral outrage requires our indignation. It requires us 
to be conscious. As leaders, it requires us to see and feel beyond 
our own personal existence. It asks, “What is right?” And requires 
us to connect passionately to reclaim our time.

Moral Courage (Determination)

“It is curious that physical courage should be so common in the world, 
and moral courage so rare” – Mark Twain 

Moral courage has been defined and theorized by a number of  
scholars over time. For instance, it has been defined as a condition 
in which the “personal agency required to act when faced with 
ethical challenges or threats is developed” (Hannah et al., 2011, p. 
559). Aristotle suggested that moral courage must be evident in 
one’s behavior, given that it is a means and an end. That is, moral 
courage is an aspect of  character “composed of  habits which are 
formed through repetitious acts” (Hannah et al., 2011, p. 559). 
Additional research defines moral courage at times as enacting 
the power to do nothing at all (Putman, 2010). That is, the power 
of  saying no. Finally, Sekerka and Bagozzi (2007) define moral 
courage as “the ability to use inner principles to do what is good 
for others, regardless of  threat to self, as a matter of  practice” (p. 
135).

Moral courage requires leaders to behave ethically. Moral 
courage “is thus critical in linking judgments to ethical action” 
(Hannah et al., 2011, p. 560). Kidder and Bracy (2001) stated, 
“Moral courage plays itself  out daily, hourly, in the interstices of  
our lives” (p. 2). This suggests that we are or should be always 
already engaging in acts of  moral courage. Moral courage is en-
acted when moral purpose and moral outrage align. I propose 
several steps to engage in acts of  moral courage (these are not 
exhaustive):

Assume an unapologetic stance as leader. Courage is 
not the absence of  fear. Courage is action in spite of  one’s feel-
ings of  fear. It is confidence in what is right, even if  you have 
trepidation about doing it. Dr. Lorraine Monroe, turnaround 
principal of  Frederick Douglass Academy in Harlem and author 
of  The Monroe Doctrine: An ABC Guide to What Great Bosses Do and 
Nothing’s Impossible, states, “Becoming a leader is an act of  self-
invention. Imagine yourself  as a leader: Act as if  you were 
a leader until you actually become one.” In a talk I heard her 
give at the Fordham University Principal Institute many years ago, 
she paraphrased this by saying, “This is theater.” This reminded 
me of  my own experience as an urban high school principal. In 
the midst of  challenge, and my own fear and stress, I was the 
leader. I had to lead. Sometimes, I didn’t feel like it. So, as my 
parents would say, fake it ‘til you make it. Moral courageousness 
is not easy. If  it were, everyone would do it. But if  you are the 
leader, you must lead. In spite of  your own anxieties and fear, 
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your people need and deserve your unapologetic leadership. This 
is outrageous courageousness.

Create a lexicon that empowers people and places their 
humanity at the center. Words have meaning and power. Choose 
them carefully. Influence others to use them carefully as well. This 
has to be done while also acknowledging that we live in a broader 
society that equates difference with a deficit, as evidenced in poli-
cies, practices, and most obviously in language. These conflations 
are present in schools as well. We use value-laden language that 
positions that which is different from the dominant as “other” 
and necessarily less than. For instance, we use words like disabil-
ity instead of  differently abled, subgroup instead of  demographic groups, 
disadvantaged or at-risk instead of  vulnerable students, poor instead of  
living in poverty, minority instead of  people of  color, and the list goes on. 
Develop your own language of  empowerment that decenters the 
dominant and honors humanity.

Build an appropriate culture. Moral courage is most ef-
fective when it does not happen in a vacuum. We must teach our 
leaders to combine purpose with outrage to create a culture that 
supports moral courage. This should include not only those in the 
school/district context, but external stakeholders as well. When 
such a culture exists, then we will begin to dismantle structural 
oppression and create spaces where all students and adults can 
thrive. 

Resist/advocate. Our scholarship and activism are po-
tential sites for resistance. For many of  us engaged in this work, 
our research agenda is our means of  resistance and advocacy. Ad-
ditionally, Dantley and Tillman (2006) inform us “our teaching 
can and should have a significant impact on the leadership for 
social justice movement” (p. 27). Further, how we engage as pub-
lic scholars is a way to inform and educate while resisting and 
advocating. If  we are going to develop leaders who have moral 
purpose and act courageously based on their moral outrage, we 
will have to teach them how to identify injustice, how to be ap-
propriately responsive to such issues, and, when necessary, engage 
in acts of  resistance. 

Engage in self-care. Enacting moral leadership is in many 
ways emancipatory work. And it is exhausting. The current so-
cial and political context, the context of  schools, and the 24-hour 
news cycle can work together to contribute to a condition I call 
PTSD (persistent traumatic stress disorder—there is nothing post 
about it, it is happening all the time). This climate fosters a feeling 
of  trauma for those whom it already oppresses and their allies. 
The burden is double for those of  us who both experience the 
trauma and must lead and serve those who also suffer from this 
trauma. I have had to learn to turn CNN off  as a means of  self-
care. Sometimes being active on social media is self-care, some-
times shutting it off  is self-care. I believe we can only sustain this 
work if  we provide ourselves the space to unplug from time to 
time in order to recharge and reenergize. 

Ultimately, moral courage requires action. It compels our 
behavior. To be morally courageous leaders, or to develop moral 
courage in the leaders we serve, we should be engaged in action. 
In other words, don’t just stand there—take a knee!

Conclusion: Reclaiming Our Time 
I began this talk by sharing a personal instance of  structural op-
pression in my experience as a student. I shared my personal sto-

ries, because for me, and so many others, the personal is political. 
The current social and political climate seriously influences what 
happens to us personally. 

Our current political climate is one that often seems bereft 
of  civility, communal investment, political correctness, social jus-
tice, or fairness. Given that schools are microcosms of  society, 
leaders have a challenging task. We, who operate at the center of  
knowledge production (if  there is such a thing), must understand 
that “it is actively immoral for school leaders to attempt to em-
brace any genre of  administration without first grappling with the 
social, political and cultural contexts in which their schools exist” 
(Dantley, 2005, p. 40). In light of  this, moral leadership becomes 
all the more important.  

In my paradigm, moral leadership has three elements. First, 
leaders (meaning those of  us in this room and those aspiring 
leaders with whom we work) must identify our purpose, our per-
sonal history, our answer to the question “why” connected to the 
broader vision we have for leadership. We must understand that 
“purpose-driven leaders use critique and possibility as the motiva-
tions for their work” (Dantley, 2009, p. 45). 

Second, we must acknowledge our indignation or outrage. 
David Purpel (1999) posits that moral outrage is “absolute requi-
site to serious efforts at cultural and educational transformation” 
(p. 189). Outrage is the motivation we need to make change for 
the better in our schools. We must clearly identify our righteous 
indignation if  we are to be effective leaders for social justice. Pur-
pel states, “The most powerful element that is lacking…for the 
kind of  transformation that is necessary to renew our commit-
ments is a sense of  profound moral outrage” (p. 206). 

Finally, we must DO something. Moral courage requires 
consistent exercising of  habits of  the heart (Sekerka & Bagozzi, 
2007). We must have the courage to be servant leaders who min-
ister to the needs of  others, the courage to be ethical leaders 
who operate with integrity, the courage to be transformational 
leaders who influence others around them to a greater good, the 
courage to be transformative leaders who engage in critical re-
flection and “create learning contexts…in which social, political 
and cultural capital is enhanced…to provide equity of  opportu-
nity for students” (Shields, 2010, p. 572).  

The current social and political context provides what Mi-
chael Fullan calls the Moral Imperative for Leadership. We must 
be always already engaged in the work because, as Geoffrey Can-
ada reminded us during last year’s Mitstifer Lecture, “the most 
important time in our kids’ lives is right now.” As leaders and 
developers of  leaders dedicated to social justice, we must commit 
reclaiming our time. Everything depends on it.
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AERA Division A
Early Career Faculty Mentoring 

Seminar
AERA Annual Meeting

Thursday, April 12, 2017, 1 p.m.–5 p.m.
Friday, April 13, 2017, 8:30 a.m.-12 p.m. 

American Educational Research Association (AERA) Division 
A (Administration, Organization, and Leadership) will sponsor 
a mentoring seminar for pretenure faculty members prior to the 
start of  the 2018 AERA Annual Meeting in New York City, NY.  
This year’s seminar will be held on two half  days, Thursday (1:00–
5:00 p.m.) and Friday (8:30 a.m.–noon). Pretenure faculty who are 
members of  Division A are encouraged to register for this seminar. 

 The Division A Early Career Faculty Mentoring Seminar 
is an excellent opportunity to dialogue with midlevel and senior 
faculty and to network with other new faculty. The seminar is de-
signed to

 • Provide support for pretenure educational leadership/
school administration faculty;

• Assist new faculty in preparing for pretenure reviews; and

• Assist new faculty in developing skills needed to be 
productive scholars in research, teaching, and service.

 The following topics will be covered in this seminar: 

Day 1

• Dean Panel About Tenure Processes

• Innovative Teaching Session

• Manuscript Revision Process for Publication

Day 2

• Time With Senior Scholar Mentors

We ask that you save the date for your travel plans and submit a 
registration form if  you plan to attend.  For additional information 
and to submit your registration, contact Anjalé (AJ) Welton at  
ajwelton@illinois.edu. The link to the Google registration form 
can be found at the bottom of  the page here: http://aeradivisiona.
org/announcements.html.This event is planned in coordination 
with Linda Tillman, Yinying Wang, and Angela Urick as cochairs. 
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From the Director:   
 Aligning the Curriculum of  Educational Leadership Preparation 

Programs to Meet the Needs of  District Partners
Michelle D. Young

UCEA Executive Director

Recently, I was invited by the Virginia Department of  Education to deliver a 
keynote address to faculty, deans, district leaders, and state personnel attending 
the Virginia Educational Leadership Symposium. This essay is an edited 
version of  the remarks I delivered at that convening.

Introduction
There is no question that educational leaders play a significant role 
in supporting the learning and well-being of  students (Leithwood 
& Jantzi, 2008; Leithwood & Riehl, 2005; Leithwood, Seashore 
Louis, Anderson, & Wahlstrom, 2004; Robinson, Lloyd, & Rowe, 
2008), just as there is no question that quality leadership prepara-
tion plays a significant role in the practice of  educational leaders 
(Orr & Pounder, 2010; Young & Crow, 2016; Young, Crow, Mur-
phy, & Ogawa, 2009). Although we continue to learn more about 
these roles, we understand their importance and thus our respon-
sibility, as a field, to support them. How we support them is where 
the questions remain.  

Although we know a great deal more today than we did 15 
years ago about how leadership matters with regard to student 
learning, and although we also know a great deal more today about 
the features of  quality leadership development, as well as why and 
how they matter, this knowledge has not penetrated the field to the 
extent many would like to see (Young & Rorrer, 2012). Take, for 
example, our understanding that high-quality leadership prepara-
tion programs are intentionally designed from start to finish to 
build a specific kind of  leadership, that the recruitment and selec-
tion processes used by high-quality preparation programs are de-
signed to identify a diverse group of  candidates with strong lead-
ership potential, and that the curricula within these programs are 
tightly integrated with fieldwork (Darling-Hammond, Meyerson, 
LaPointe, & Orr, 2009; Jackson & Kelley, 2002; Young & Crow, 
2016; Young et al., 2009). We have come to understand these to 
be significant markers of  program quality. Unfortunately, we have 
yet to see widespread uptake of  these and other research-informed 
practices.  

For decades, researchers in educational leadership have 
produced knowledge on leadership practice, school im-
provement, and leadership development in hopes that 
their research would have a positive impact on prepara-
tion, practice, and policy. Unfortunately, the scant scholar-
ship available on the utilization of  research indicates that 
such expectations are oversimplistic and often unrealistic 
(Cooper, Levin, & Campbell, 2009). It is rare for research 
to be consumed by audiences in ways that promote its im-
mediate application or research-based action. (Young & 
Rorrer, 2012, p. 196)

A few other things that we know today, that we didn’t know 
15 to 20 years ago, include how preparation matters. Educational 
leaders are significantly influenced by the quality of  their leader-

ship preparation and development, and research has shown that 
well prepared leaders are stronger leaders; they stay in educational 
leadership positions longer; and they select, retain, and develop 
stronger teams of  teachers (Fuller, Young, & Baker, 2011; Orr & 
Pounder, 2010). It can be argued with great confidence, then, that 
improving preparation is a “cost-effective” strategy for improving 
leadership practice and supporting student success (Leithwood et 
al., 2004, p. 14).

Although utilization of  this research has been slower than I 
and others might prefer, it has been incredibly helpful, as a field, 
to have this growing body of  knowledge on effective leadership 
preparation. I thank those colleagues who have contributed to 
scholarship in this area, as well as foundations like Wallace and 
organizations like UCEA. This research has helped us capture a 
variety of  practices and models; better understand what works, 
under what circumstances, and why; and identify a group of  ex-
emplar programs, including the five programs that have won the 
Exemplary Educational Leadership Preparation Program (EELP) 
award—an award offered by UCEA with support from The Wal-
lace Foundation.

Programs nominated for the EELP award are judged on the 
extent to which the program (a) reflects current research on the 
features, content, and experiences associated with effective prepa-
ration and (b) has demonstrated evidence of  program effective-
ness. UCEA is now in the process of  organizing study visits to 
each of  these programs for members of  UCEA’s Program Design 
Network (UCEA-PDN). These visits are designed to provide fac-
ulty with an opportunity to see and experience exemplary leader-
ship preparation practices and reflect on how such practices may 
be adapted for use in their own programs. 

I think it is important to share, however, that whereas each 
of  the EELP-award-winning programs has included truly impres-
sive and thoughtful versions of  the research-based program fea-
tures (Anderson et al., 2017; Darling-Hammond et al., 2009), not a 
single EELP program that I have reviewed has looked exactly the 
same (Winn, VanGronigen, Tucker, & Young, in progress). Quality 
preparation is not something that you can pull off  the shelf  and 
implement. And we all, of  course, know why that is. The leadership 
needs of  schools and districts, while similar, are not the same. As a 
result, leadership preparation should not be the same.

Aligning Curriculum With the Needs of  District 
Partners
The focus of  this essay is Aligning Curriculum With the Needs 
of  Division Partners. Within this nicely packaged phrase are three 
important concepts: 

• partnerships,
• district needs, and 
• alignment.
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I will discuss each of  these in turn. It is my belief  that in 
order to design and align the curriculum of  educational leadership 
programs to meet division needs, we must first understand those 
needs. Furthermore, understanding district needs in a substantive 
way requires focused effort and, of  equal importance, relation-
ships of  trust that can be effectively built through university–dis-
trict partnerships.  

Partnerships
One consistent finding from research on exemplary preparation 
over the last 15 years is the importance of  partnerships between 
universities and the districts in which their graduates are employed 
(Anderson et al., 2017; Orr, King, & LaPointe, 2010; Young et 
al., 2009). It is important that we pause for a moment and think 
about what is meant by the word partnership, as in practice we see a 
continuum of  activities that range from “coordination” to “coop-
eration” to “collaboration” (Southern Regional Education Board 
[SREB], 2009, p. 13). 

Examples of  coordination may include school and district 
leaders tapping candidates with leadership potential and encourag-
ing them to enroll in a particular university’s program or offering 
the university time on a leadership meeting agenda to talk about 
their program. From time to time, the two entities also may engage 
in other coordinated activities, such as the district hosting a coach-
ing seminar offered by the university.  The activities, however, 
rarely move beyond coordination of  individual efforts.

Cooperation looks a bit different. In this case, a distric, by 
design, may choose a particular university (or perhaps two or three) 
to be a “preferred provider,” and the district may have a represen-
tative sitting on the program’s advisory board. Often such arrange-
ments are based on relationships between key faculty members at 
the university and key leaders in the district. They involve informal 
understandings around how they will cooperate with regard to 
preparation, such as talking through which days or evenings classes 
should be held to best fit with district schedules. In cooperative 
partnerships, district personnel also officially or unofficially may 
approve or even dictate candidates’ internship arrangements (such 
as site assignment, time off, or the assignment of  mentors).  

Collaboration takes these activities a step further. Collabora-
tive, or what we might refer to as “true,” partnerships reflect stron-
ger links between the district and university, a balance of  power 
between the two entities, and mutual ownership of  the program. 
Under this model, programs are codesigned and developed based 
on a shared vision of  the leadership they hope to create together, 
as well as a clear understanding of  district needs.  

Collaborative partnerships begin with recruitment and 
selection, based on commonly agreed upon criteria and a process 
that enables both partners to ascertain the students’ leadership 
potential. Once selected, the aspiring leaders are typically placed 
in cohorts that are cotaught by university faculty and district 
personnel (a) to leverage the collective knowledge and capacity 
of  faculty, district personnel, and aspiring leaders; (b) to integrate 
best practices in adult learning and problem-based professional 
training; and (c) to provide supportive learning structures for the 
aspiring leaders. These forms of  collaboration are by no means 
informal. Rather, most incorporate some kind of  Memorandum 
of  Understanding  that outlines roles, responsibilities, and 
expectations (SREB, 2009). These agreements also generally 

outline the resources that each entity will contribute to the 
preparation partnership, delineate the structure and key features of  
the internship, and outline postprogram leadership development 
arrangements, such as coaching. 

As these three examples indicate, there are benefits to part-
nering regardless, but when districts and universities work to de-
velop a truly collaborative partnership, it can be quite powerful. 
The SREB (2009) noted,  

University–district partnerships have the potential to lever-
age the collective capacity of  both organizations if they are 
both willing and able to work together to develop a shared 
vision, a shared sense of  urgency, mutual accountability, 
and shared inquiry, and if both parties benefit and align the 
partnership work with their organizational missions. (p. 1)  

Needs Assessment
Collaborative partnerships have another benefit: They foster the 
kinds of  formal and informal relationships that enable authentic 
engagement, insightful conversations and robust needs assess-
ments. What do I mean by “needs assessment?” A needs assess-
ment is the process of  systematically studying a group of  individu-
als to identify the knowledge, skills, and perceptions relevant to 
specific issues, organizational goals, or objectives (Fuller, Lippa, 
Gooden, O’Doherty, & Young, 2017). 

Needs assessments have been used for decades in a variety 
of  fields, though outside of  education such efforts are often called 
market research (Fuller et al., 2017). Typically, market research is 
conducted to determine customer needs or if  a product or service 
provided by a company is actually desired by consumers. Thus, 
needs assessments are tools that help an organization better meet 
the needs of  its constituents. 

In the case of  preparation, rather than assuming that we 
know what district needs are or that one size preparation fits all, 
we should seek to understand needs so that we can then design our 
programs to meet them. For university–district partnership, the 
goals and objectives of  the needs assessment should be decided 
collaboratively by the preparation program and partner districts 
and could address a variety of  topics. 

According to Fuller et al. (2017), at a minimum, a needs as-
sessment should answer “basic, yet often over-looked, questions 
regarding the preparation of  principals” (p. 4), such as the follow-
ing:

1. What do current leaders need to know and do? “Is there 
a gap between the necessary knowledge, skills, and behav-
iors of  effective principals and the knowledge, skills, and 
behaviors of  individuals completing a preparation pro-
gram?” (p. 4). (This is the what of  preparation.)

2. “Is there a gap between the knowledge, skills, and abilities 
of  those currently preparing principals and the knowledge, 
skills, and abilities needed to prepare principals who are 
effective school leaders in the partner school districts?” (p. 
4). (This is the who of  preparation.)

3. “Is there a gap between the manner in which principals 
are currently prepared and how they might be more effec-
tively and/or efficiently be prepared to be effective school 
leaders?” (p. 4). (This is the how of  preparation.)
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When I worked at the University of  Texas at Austin, my 
colleague Ann O’Doherty and I received a grant from the U.S. 
Department of  Education to develop a collaborative preparation 
partnership with four urban districts in Texas. A needs assessment, 
focused on 1st-year principals, kicked off  our design process. We 
wanted to know what knowledge, skills, and behaviors they re-
quired to be effective in their local setting. This information, along 
with a variety of  school and district-level data, was then used by 
our district partnership team to frame out the purpose and focus 
of  the preparation program overall and enabled us to identify spe-
cific curricular modifications needed for each partner. 

Importantly, when undertaking a needs assessment, part-
nering organizations need to develop a clear understanding of  its 
purposes and determine and agree upon a clear scope of  what 
data are to be used, who will collect or provide the data, when the 
data will be collected or provided, and who will pay for the data if  
a cost is associated with procurement or collection (Fuller et al., 
2017). In the absence of  such agreements about the needs assess-
ment, conflict can arise during data collection and analysis that can 
be very difficult to navigate. Differences in status, unclear roles, 
and unclear intentions can create uncertainty and misunderstand-
ing, whereas shared understanding of  purposes, roles, and rela-
tionships provides guidance for interaction and decision making 
around data collection, analysis, and use (Goldring & Sims, 2005).

The major findings of  the needs assessment should inform 
discussion among the collaborators about how the principal prep-
aration program can be designed to meet district-specific needs. 
Together with state and national standards, the findings from the 
needs assessment can powerfully inform the development of  a 
curriculum that fills existing gaps in leadership preparation.  

Curriculum Alignment
Assuming that we have conducted a needs assessment and worked 
through the data, then we are ready to use our new insights to 
begin to frame out the program and its purpose, that is, the vi-
sion of  the kind of  leadership the partnership seeks to build. It is 
important to understand that curriculum design is not a step-wise 
process; it is helpful to think of  it more iteratively. Although there 
are some fairly clear steps (see for example, Orr, O’Doherty, & 
Barber, 2012), they aren’t accomplished in a linear fashion. When 
designing a new preparation partnership, it is helpful to begin with 
a few specific activities, including assessing district and partnership 
needs, developing a program theory of  action, and using district 
needs and leadership standards to map out the curriculum. 

Once this work is complete, there is much left to do (e.g., 
designing specific courses or learning units, building out learning 
experiences, designing assessments of  learning and assessing co-
herence). It is helpful to begin by identifying the purpose of  the 
program because it ensures all stakeholders are clear about pro-
gram goals and the kind of  leadership the university and district 
are partnering to develop. The University of  Denver and Denver 
Public Schools Richie program provides an excellent example. Ac-
cording to their theory of  action, “If  we prepare aspiring leaders 
to tackle adaptive challenges and lead second order change, then 
student results, teacher retention, and professionalism will im-
prove” and the Richie program will “develop courageous and  ef-
fective instructional leaders for urban schools who are knowledge-
able, highly skilled and relentless in  their commitment to building 
learning communities designed to accelerate the achievement and 

success of   every student” (Korach, 2017, slide 4). From program 
purpose or vision statements like this, you can begin flesh out and 
backward map program content and structures. 

A leadership preparation program’s curriculum includes both 
formal coursework and field experience, ensuring curricular co-
herence from the moment a candidate is selected until she or he 
completes the program (Winn et al., in progress; Young & Crow, 
2016; Young et al., 2009). Indeed, a quality leadership preparation 
curriculum includes the following attributes:

• Coursework, learning activities, and program structures 
and supports are purposefully and logically organized.

• Curriculum integrates theory, conceptual frameworks, and 
knowledge with opportunities for skill development. 

• Knowledge and skill development coherently connects 
classroom instruction with field-based experiences and 
internships. 

• Delivery is strategically sequenced to develop candidate 
knowledge and skills.

• Program components reflect and align to research and 
local, state, and national leadership standards.

Standards
The issue of  standards is an important one. Since they were first 
introduced in 1996, the majority of  states have adopted or adapted 
the Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium (ISLLC) stan-
dards, and some (around 10 at this point) are in the process of  up-
dating their standards to align with the new Professional Standards 
for Educational Leaders (PSEL). The PSEL standards are the lat-
est version of  national educational leadership standards, replacing 
ISLLC 2008 (National Policy Board for Educational Administra-
tion [NPBEA], 2015). The ISSLC standards, which were updated 
in 2008, provided frameworks for educational leadership at the 
state and national levels for over 20 years (Young, Anderson, & 
Nash, 2017; Young & Crow, 2016). However, the context in which 
schools currently operate continues to shift; the performance ex-
pectations of  students and educators have increased; and the con-
ditions and characteristics of  children, in terms of  demographics, 
family structures, and so on, are changing. 

Since the crafting of  the first set of  educational leadership 
standards in 1996, the profession of  educational leadership and our 
knowledge of  effective practice have developed significantly (Young 
& Crow, 2016). Educators now have a much better understanding 
of  how leadership contributes to student achievement. These 
and other such changes within the field of  education led to 
the development of  the new PSEL and National Educational 
Leadership Preparation (NELP) standards (NPBEA, 2015; Young 
et al., 2017). These standards are grounded in current research 
and current leadership experience and articulate what educational 
leaders today should know or be able to do. As my colleague Andy 
Cole often says, they express “what makes a great leader.”

The PSEL standards have a stronger, clearer emphasis on 
student learning and well-being, diversity, and equity. They differ-
entiate the various aspects of  instructional leadership, outlining 
foundational principles of  leadership to help ensure that each child 
is well educated and prepared for the 21st century (NPBEA, 2015). 
They also call out a critical school leader responsibility: continuous 
improvement.  
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Although some indicate that the sequence of  the 
standards doesn’t matter, that isn’t exactly true. The order 
tells a story that begins with the educational leader’s abil-
ity to develop a shared mission and vision that supports 
educational quality and school improvement. It then calls 
out the importance of  practicing their leadership accord-
ing to ethical and professional norms and through sup-
porting equity. The standards then highlight the key work 
of  educational leaders (the what and the how), starting 
with cultural responsiveness. 

As soon as the PSEL standards were finalized, a 
second committee immediately went to work to develop 
standards aligned to PSEL but focused at the level of  
preparation. The current draft of  the NELP building-
level preparation standards reflects the following 
leadership domains (NPBEA, 2017):

1. Vision, Mission, and Core Values 

2. Ethics and Professional Norms 

3. Equity and Cultural Leadership

4. Learning and Instruction

5. Community and External Leadership

6. Operations and Management

7. Building Professional Capacity

8.  The Internship

You may notice a few things about these standards in 
comparison to the PSEL: 

1. The first three are very similar.

2. PSEL has 10 standards and NELP has only eight.

3. NELP has an internship standard.

I am often asked why—why we need two sets of  
standards and why we can’t just use PSEL for all pur-
poses. These are valid questions, and it is important to 
clarify the reasons we need both the PSEL and the NELP 
standards. 

First, the NELP standards serve a different purpose 
and provide greater specificity around performance ex-
pectations. The PSEL standards, like the ISSLC standards 
that preceded them, are aspirational and career spanning.  
What NELP does is identify the first stage in the PSEL 
developmental continuum—the beginning or novice level 
(see Figure 1). That is, the NELP standards specify what 
novice leaders and preparation program graduates should 
know and be able to do as a result of  their completion 
of  a high-quality educational leadership preparation pro-
gram. 

Second, whereas the PSEL standards define educa-
tional leadership broadly, from teacher leadership to the 
superintendency, the NELP standards provide a more 
finely articulated picture of  leadership for building-level 
and district-level leaders (see Figure 2). Currently, there 
are two sets of  NELP standards, one for building-lev-
el leaders and one for district-level leaders. Each set is 
aligned to PSEL but provides a clearer portrait of  leader-
ship based on these two specific roles.

These are important differences, reflecting how the standards are used 
by preparation programs (to design preparation) and by state and national ac-
crediting organizations (to review and evaluate programs). Although very few 
states or districts have formally adopted the PSEL standards, I strongly recom-
mend the PSEL and NELP standards to all leadership practice and preparation 
stakeholders, not just for use in future standards adoption or revision work, but 
now also as a resource in your curriculum design work.  

It’s important to point out that standards aren’t just a set of  words.  They 
don’t represent a checklist. Rather, they reflect some of  the best thinking in the 
field about the expectations for school leadership.  In this case, they reflect the 
experiences and voices of  thousands of  school and district leaders across the 
country as well as hundreds of  empirical research articles focused on effective 
leadership practice (NPBEA, 2015).  

Figure 1. Beginning perfomance level in the Professional Standards for Educational 
Leaders (PSEL). NELP = National Educational Leadership Preparation standards.
 

Figure 2. National Educational Leadership Preparation (NELP) standards are specific 
to each leadership position. PSEL = Professional Standards for Educational Leaders.
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Perhaps of  more importance to those of  you who will be 
or are in the process of  developing educational leadership prepa-
ration programs, the NELP standards document is an incredible 
resource. It breaks down standards and their components into 
the specific knowledge and skills that should be developed in a 
preparation program, providing clarity and guidance on what each 
of  the standards mean for preparation. That, is the NELP docu-
ment unpacks the content and experiences for each of  the stan-
dards and their requisite components. Furthermore, the NELP 
standards document provides an overview of  the research base 
supporting the standards; crosswalks to the PSEL, ISSLC and 
Educational Leadership Constituent Council standards; as well as 
rubrics that can guide candidate assessment. 

Putting it All Together
Together, the needs of  the district, the vision for the program, 
and leadership standards provide all of  the learning components 
needed to begin to build the preparation program. Once you have 
these individual components, like pieces of  a puzzle, you need to 
figure out how they best fit together. This is sometimes called cur-
riculum mapping and involves several important sets of  decisions:

1. Determine in what sequence the learning components 
should be introduced (program sequence).

2. Determine how the learning components may fit together 
to reflect the best sequencing (bundling into learning units 
or courses).

3. Determine how, where, and by whom the learning 
components will be introduced (delivery).

It is helpful to look at the way other universities have mapped their 
programs, not for the purposes of  duplication, but rather to see 
the variety of  possibilities. 

I have had the great honor to work with a number of  uni-
versities at various stages of  curriculum design and mapping. Re-
cently, I worked with a university hoping to offer a new residency 
program. Residency programs, which engage leadership candi-
dates in full-time leadership positions, offer the opportunity for 
programs to organize the delivery of  content to reflect the work 
in which candidates will be engaged in the field. Thus, in thinking 
through their curriculum map, we began by mapping the work 
of  school leaders throughout the school year. The “year in the 
life of  a school leader” was developed collaboratively by univer-
sity, district, and state personnel, organized into four seasons (fall, 
winter, spring, and summer), and identified the work and respon-
sibilities of  building-level leaders throughout the year. Special care 
was taken to identify leadership responsibilities and activities that 
were particularly appropriate for planning and aligning to prepara-
tion program content. A few examples from the fall include open 
house, school management team meetings, review of  student data, 
parent conferences, and the development and administration of  
climate surveys. 

This mapping of  the school year was important for this 
institution because of  its leaders’ decision to offer a residency 
program; for others such an activity may be less important. Cur-
riculum design involves moving between macro- and micro-level 
curriculum decisions. Macro-level decision are like these: 

• Will this be a residency program?

• Where and when will our courses be taught? 

• How many course credits will be required?  

Micro-level level decisions are focused on specific learning objec-
tives for the program, such as these: 

• When we prepare leaders to practice culturally responsive 
leadership, what are the signature learning experiences and 
content knowledge needed to develop that kind of  leader-
ship?

• How, where, and by whom should culturally responsive 
leadership be introduced, developed, practiced, evaluated, 
and further developed?

With regard to the internship, which is both a learning envi-
ronment (a where) as well as a set of  intentionally designed learning 
experiences (a what), it is important to decide early on what role it 
will play in the program. Is it the primary learning environment, as 
is the case in residency programs? Is it part time and sequential? Is 
it full time but only in Year 2? And why?  

What are the decisions that make this particular internship 
design make sense for your program? What will be required of  
leadership candidates while engaged in their internship? How will 
their field-based learning be tied to research, theory, and concep-
tual models of  leadership so that their coursework supports and 
enhances their work in the field? How will they be supported and 
challenged while in their field-based setting by university faculty, 
field supervisors, and mentors? As these decisions are made, it is 
important to develop a clear internship guidance document with 
experiences, roles, and responsibilities specified.

The iterative nature of  curriculum planning is such that each 
decision about program structures has implications for content, 
and each decision about content has implications for the more 
structural decisions. In intentionally designed and impact-focused 
programs, these decisions are all interlinked and tied to the needs 
of  the district, leadership standards, and the partnerships’ vision 
for the kind of  leaders they are trying to build together.  

Conclusion
There are, of  course, many more steps to the process of  curric-
ulum design that follow the work included in this essay. For ex-
ample, other steps and stages to the process include building out 
syllabi; selecting readings; designing specific learning activities, as-
signments, assessment of  learning, and feedback procedures; and 
scheduling time for faculty to reflect on what they are doing, see-
ing, and learning in order to use that insight to support candidates 
and foster program improvement. 

As I have argued above, it is my belief  that in order to design 
and align leadership preparation curriculum to meet district needs, 
we first must understand those needs. And understanding and ad-
dressing division preparation needs in a substantive way can best 
be accomplished through university–district partnerships. While 
programs and districts increasingly are seeking to develop partner-
ships, many others continue to operate in isolation. Part of  this is 
due to tradition, but resources, organizational structures, and pol-
icy also play a role. That is why it is so important to bring relevant 
stakeholders together to raise awareness, to build understanding, 
and to provide the opportunity to work together to find solutions.  
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UCEA is thrilled to share with you a set of  
resources and tools designed to help states 
improve principal preparation by reforming 
their current approach to evaluating 
educational administration programs. 
Created in partnership with the New 
Leaders, the State Evaluation of  Principal 
Preparation Programs Toolkit—or SEP3 
Toolkit—provides essential guidance on 
implementing a more in-depth and rigorous 
principal preparation evaluation process, 
thereby enabling states to accurately assess 
quality promote improvement, and intervene 
in the case of  performance that raises 
concerns. Download these materials:

 www.sepkit.org
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UCEA Mourns the Loss of   
Paul Begley

With great sorrow, the family of  Dr. 
Paul Thomas Begley announces his 
passing November 20 in Barrie, Ontario, 
at the age of  68, following a 6-month 
battle with brain cancer. Paul was the 
beloved husband of  Marilyn for more 
than 44 years and cherished father of  
three children and their spouses: Conor 
and Lyn Begley of  Barrie; Jeffrey and 

Susan Begley of  Waterloo, Ontario; and Laura and Jon Grelik 
of  Pender Island, BC. He was dear grandfather to Anne and 
Charlie, the children of  Jeffrey and Susan.

Paul had a very successful career in the field of  education, 
which began in 1973 when he met Marilyn, who convinced him 
to quit his job as a motorcycle salesman to join her at teachers 
college. He became a teacher and later the principal of  Foley 
Catholic School in Brechin before completing his doctorate in 
1988 and becoming a university professor.

He will be dearly missed by his colleagues and former stu-
dents at the University of  Toronto, Penn State University, and 
Nipissing University. Paul was a tenured professor at all three 
institutions, and in 1996 cofounded UCEA’s Program Center for 
the  Study of  Leadership and Ethics in Education (www.cslee-
center.org). Paul had many friends across Canada and the United 
States and around the world – particularly in Australia, Sweden, 
and Hong Kong.

He will be remembered for his leadership and mentoring 
in the field of  educational leadership and ethics.  In 2008, Paul 
received the UCEA Master Professor award for his mentoring, 
leadership, scholarship and service to UCEA and the field of  
educational administration.

In lieu of  flowers, Paul’s family has noted that donations 
to Hospice Simcoe or the Brain Tumour Foundation of  Canada 
would be appreciated. Paul’s full obituary is available at https://
www.afterlife.co/ca/obituary-barrie-paul-begley-6452221

CSLEE Award Winners 
Announced

Elan Paulson
CSLEE Associate Director

The Consortium for the Study of  Leadership and Ethics in Educa-
tion (CSLEE), a long-standing UCEA program center, announces 
its three distinguished annual award winners for 2017. 

The 2017 Willower Award of  Excellence (Research) is 
awarded to Dr. Pamela Bishop of  Western University (Canada). 
Pam is an acknowledged scholar and expert in the area of  values 
and leadership, especially for her research and advocacy for social 
justice and leadership of  secondary schools in disadvantaged com-
munities. She is a board member of  CSEE and has presented at 
the past five annual Values and Leadership conferences.

The 2017 Authentic Leadership Award is awarded to 
Dr. Heather Rintoul of  Nipissing University (Canada). Heather 
receives this award as a most worthy acknowledgement of  her 
outstanding leadership in the area of  values and leadership, and 
specifically for her long service in furthering the goals and profile 
of  the CSLEE. She is executive director of  the CSLEE and  editor-
in-chief  of  the Journal of  Authentic Leadership in Education (JALE).

The 2017 Paul T. Begley Award is awarded to Dr. Tiffany 
A. Roberts of  Nipissing University (Canada) for her dissertation, 
The School Experiences of  Children with Life-Threatening Food-Induced 
Allergies and Anaphylaxis as Perceived by Children, Parents, Teachers, and 
a School Administrator. 

The 2017 Paul T. Begley Runner-Up/High Commenda-
tion is awarded to Dr. Candace M. Miller of  Western University 
(Canada), for her dissertation, Diversity Matters: A Case Study of  the 
Cultural Components of  Three Ontario College Leadership Development 
Programs.

Drs. Bishop, Rintoul, and Roberts received their awards at 
the 22nd annual Values and Leadership conference in Los Angeles 
on October 5, 2017. 

For more information on these distinguished awards, including 
how individuals may be nominated for these awards in future 
years, please see http://www.csleecenter.org/members/awards/. 
Inquiries may be sent to cslee16@uwo.ca. 
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UCEA Social Media 
Join our website as a member to access all your UCEA needs in one place and receive a free subscription to our listserv premiering 
exclusive content and opportunities. Registering for an account on the UCEA website is easy and is accessible in the upper-right-
hand corner of our website: “Account Access,” and then click “Can’t login” to register.  

https://members.ucea.org/account_registration/claims

Facebook:          UCEA Leadership-Matters          UCEA Barbara L. Jackson Scholars
                      University Council for Educational Administration (UCEA)

Twitter:              @UCEA       @JacksonScholars       @UCEAGSC       @UCEACastle       @UCEAissl

LinkedIn:          UCEA Headquarters          UCEA Jackson Scholars Network
                     University Council for Educational Administration Graduate Student Council  

2018 WILLIAM L. BOYD 
NATIONAL EDUCATION POLITICS WORKSHOP

Sponsored by the Politics of  Education Association,  
the University Council for Educational Administration, 

AERA Division L, and 
the Great Lakes Center for Education Research and Practice

Friday, April 13th, 2018
_____________________________________________________________________________

The Politics of  Education Association and the University Council for Educational Administration invite graduate students and recent 
doctoral graduates to a special 2 1/2-hour workshop. The William L. Boyd National Educational Politics Workshop, scheduled on the 
first afternoon of  the AERA annual meeting, will give emerging scholars (students and new academics/researchers) the opportunity 
to learn about current and promising research in the politics of  education field and interact with leading politics of  education scholars.  
Special thanks to the sponsoring organizations that make this event possible:

• The Politics of  Education Association
• University Council for Educational Administration
• AERA Division L
• The Great Lakes Center for Education Research and Practice

Registration: Emerging Scholars navigate to http://tinyurl.com/boydstudent2018

When/Where: The workshop will take place on Friday, April 13, 2018, from 3:30-6:00 p.m. (EST) at a location convenient to 
the AERA conference hotels.

Eligibility:  Students with an interest in educational politics and currently enrolled in graduate schools in the U.S. or abroad are 
welcome to attend as are educational researchers who earned their doctoral degrees after March 1, 2017. There is no fee to attend, but 
space is limited. Applicants whose research interests are not clearly tied to education politics will not be accepted. The opportunity to 
submit an application will end January 19, 2018 at 5:00 p.m. (EST) or when we reach maximum capacity.

Call for Mentors: The Politics of  Education Association and the University Council for Educational Administration invite its 
members to serve as mentors to current doctoral students and/or recent doctoral graduates. The Boyd Workshop aims to connect 
doctoral students and recent graduates with mentors in order to share their expertise and experiences in the discipline. Please note that 
volunteering will require attendance at a 2 1/2 hour workshop held on the first afternoon of  AERA’s annual meeting in New York 
City, NY. If  you are interested in serving as a mentor, please complete the electronic form found at the link below—even if  you have 
served as a mentor at previous Boyd Workshops.  Doing so confirms your willingness to serve as a mentor in NYC in 2018.  Navigate to  
http://tinyurl.com/boydmentor2018

Questions?  Please contact Dr. Lauren P. Bailes at lbailes@udel.edu or Dr. Dana Mitra at dmitra@psu.edu.
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UCEA Convention 2018 Call for Proposals
“Our Mission Critical: Revolutionizing the Future Through Equitable 
Educational Leadership, Research, and Practice”

I. General Information
The 32nd annual University Council for Educational Administration (UCEA) Convention will be held November 15-18, 2018 
at the Marriott Marquis Hotel in Houston, TX. The purpose of the 2018 UCEA Convention is to engage participants in 
discussions about research, policy, and practice in education with a specific focus on educational leadership. Members of the 
2018 Convention Program Committee are Terah Venzant Chambers (Michigan State University), Bradley Carpenter (University 
of Houston), Terrance L. Green (University of Texas at Austin), and Lolita A. Tabron (University of Denver). Also, for the first time, 
the Program Committee will include a graduate student, Andrene Castro (University of Texas at Austin).

II. UCEA Convention Theme
The 32nd Annual UCEA Convention theme, “Our Mission Critical: Revolutionizing the Future Through Equitable Educa-
tional Leadership, Research, and Practice,” draws inspiration from the incredible challenge President Kennedy issued to 
humanity in 1962 to turn our gaze to the skies. “We choose to go to the moon...not because [it is] easy, but because [it is] hard, 
because that goal will serve to organize and measure the best of our energies and skills, because that challenge is one that we 
are willing to accept, one we are unwilling to postpone, and one which we intend to win.” Reaching the moon was an idea that 
seemed impossible at the time, requiring advances in human ingenuity and technology that had not yet been invented. Kennedy 
spoke these words in Houston, Texas, which is also the site of our 2018 Convention. However, as was also true at the time of 
President Kennedy’s speech, we can draw more than a geographic connection from these words. The 1960s was a turbulent 
decade in the U.S. and around the globe. While some were galvanized by the opportunity to work together toward the audacious 
goal of reaching the moon, many communities of color and other minoritized groups decried the decision given the very real 
imperative to address human and civil rights on earth.

We find ourselves now, some 46 years after Kennedy’s speech, facing similar racial, social, political, and environmental un-
rest—recovering from the devastation caused by hurricanes in Puerto Rico, Florida, and Houston; wildfires in California; and the 
continuing water crisis in Flint, MI. These recovery efforts continue even as we navigate political and racial upheavals, assaults 
on immigrant rights, unrest from police shootings of unarmed Black people (#BlackLivesMatter), violence against the Water Pro-
tectors at Standing Rock (#NoDAPL) and a host of other issues. Schools remain at the center of this constellation of challenges. 
School leaders across the globe enter their school buildings and work to help their students make sense of this world while still 
fostering their academic development. Many continue to interrupt the inertia of a system resistant to change, a system that re-
mains a colonizing and oppressive space. We have found success in inspiring learning and closing opportunity gaps in select 
situations but attempts to replicate those efforts at the systems level have faltered. Indeed, we understand the gravity of these 
issues and the many ways leadership matters in solving them. 

Thus, even as we invoke Kennedy’s vision for a manned mission to the moon as inspiration for 
this Call, we do so with both intention and caution. As Shetterly (2016)1 noted in her recently film-
adapted book Hidden Figures, despite the prevailing narrative that suggests otherwise, we could 
not have reached the moon without the key mathematical contributions of Black women. Tuck and 
Gaztambide-Fernández (2013)2 similarly suggested this type of “replacement” of the contribu-
tions of minoritized people is consistent with settler colonialism. As a counterpoint, they offered 
the notion of rematriation, which “involves rethinking the aims of research...so that Indigenous 
communities and other over-researched but invisibilized communities can reject narratives and 
theories that have been used against us, and re-story knowledge and research to forward our own 
sovereignty and wellbeing” (Tuck & Gaztambide-Fernández, 2013, p. 84). In our effort to disrupt 
the colonial inertia of historically privileged educational research paradigms, we highlight these 
scholars as exemplars of work that presses against and challenges prevailing notions of the roles 
of leadership, research, and scholarship. 

We offer our own challenge to our educational leadership community with this 2018 Convention 
Call to rethink and reimagine what matters in research. How might the field of educational leader-
ship approach research with new and innovative methodologies that seek to dismantle inequity? 
How might we collaborate interdisciplinarily with and beyond our usual partners? We must chal-

1Shetterly, M. L. (2016). Hidden figures: The American dream and the untold story of the Black women mathematicians who helped win the 
Space Race. New York, NY: William Morrow.
2Tuck, E., & Gaztambide-Fernández, R. (2013). Curriculum, replacement, and settler futurity. Journal of Curriculum Theorizing, 29(1), 72-89.

“By recognizing the 
full complement of  

extraordinary ordinary 
women who have 

contributed to the success 
of  NASA, we can change 

our understanding of  
their abilities from the 
exception to the rule. 

Their goal wasn’t to stand 
out because of  their 

differences; it was to fit in 
because of  their talent.” 
– Margot Lee Shetterly, 

from Hidden Figures
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lenge ourselves to ask, “What else? What more can we do to make a difference?” We are challenged to find answers within our-
selves that bring us to use our skills and expertise in our local communities: to offer professional development; serve on school 
boards; partner with community-based organizations; work strategically with policymakers; offer testimony; stay informed about 
local, national, and international trends; and work with the students in our preparation programs to do the same. More now than 
ever, scholars and practitioners in our field are called upon to step into the current geopolitical climate, realize their responsibility 
as savvy political advocates, and do the work that matters.

To address the 2018 UCEA Convention theme, “Our Mission Critical: Revolutionizing the Future Through Equitable Edu-
cational Leadership, Research, and Practice,” we invite submissions that (a) challenge dominant narratives that subvert 
equitable leadership and education; (b) revolutionize the preparation of school and district leaders to enact equitable leadership, 
research, and practice; (c) imagine equitable alliances with students, families, and communities where there is shared expertise, 
decision making, and ownership for sustainable change; and (d) foster coalitions with policymakers and elected officials to create 
the future we need. 

The following suggested topics and related questions are provided to stimulate thinking about the 2018 UCEA Convention 
theme, although proposals addressing related themes on educational leadership and policy are welcome.

A. Equity-Oriented Leadership and Education. Given the myriad of challenges educators face today, the field of leadership 
is positioned to offer responses that promote equity and social justice. What are the responsibilities of school leaders during 
these times? Academic preparation is at the heart of what we do in schools, but we cannot ignore the racial, social, political, 
and environmental realities that influence our work. How can we be proactive in challenging dominant narratives that compro-
mise equitable leadership and education? How do we leverage our power to catalyze systemic change? How do school leaders 
(re)envision an equitable future of new possibilities? What does it mean for school leaders to subvert a settler futurity (Tuck & 
Gaztambide-Fernández, 2013)? How do school leaders utilize “past-present-future visions” to revolution-
ize education?

B. Revolutionary Perspectives for Leadership Preparation. Preparing a new generation of school 
leaders who can lean in to the challenges facing school today is a critical aspect of our work. How can we 
best prepare school and district leaders to enact equitable leadership practices? How do we cultivate cul-
tural responsiveness in candidates who are resistant to these approaches? How do we support graduates’ 
continued development and capacity to successfully navigate these challenges long after their programs 
are completed?

C. Meaningful Alliances With Students, Families, and Communities. We recognize the critical role students, families, and 
broader communities play in the ultimate success of educational initiatives, but how do we cultivate these partnerships? How 
do we recognize who will make good partners? What awareness do we have of our ability to be a good partner to our students, 
their families, and our broader community? How will we know if our alliance is equitable and working well? How can we then 
strengthen those alliances? 

D. Coalitions With Policymakers and Elected Officials who Support Educational Equity. Educational policies and politics 
shape leadership and the relationships within and across school communities; yet rarely are communities involved in shaping 
educational policies. As communities become increasingly interconnected, we must become more skilled policy advocates. What 
skills and supports are needed for public school administrators to transcend beyond bureaucratic leaders into public leaders 
invested in equitable outcomes? What connections can policymakers make in networks of organizations beyond their school or 
district, such as justice systems, other school districts, local and national advocacy groups, housing, business coalitions, health 
services, etc.? How might educational policy break from the past to cultivate a radically equitable future? How can we better un-
derstand the process, socioeconomic context, and policy environment through which educational policy is 
enacted at the local, state, and federal level? How might we then use that knowledge to foster educational 
equity and social justice? Finally, perhaps the most important step to take is to consider taking up elected 
office ourselves.

E. Action-Oriented Research and Scholarship. This is a time when we can fully recognize that what we 
do matters. We understand and recognize that our research and scholarship can have a real impact in the 
world. Bringing that work—in its full complement of epistemologies and methodologies—to the community 
is some of the most important action we can take as educators. How can we cultivate an action-oriented 
perspective in the work that we do? How might we inspire future researchers and leaders to follow this 
model? How do school leaders utilize new technologies to equitably transform educational spaces? 

The 2018 UCEA Convention Call for Proposals encourages submissions that explore the above themes as well as proposals 
focused on quality leadership preparation; research on global issues and contexts influencing the field of educational leader-
ship and policy; effective preparation program designs and improvement efforts; successful coalitions that enhance leadership, 

“I’m a riot 
through your 

borders.” 
– Beyoncé, from 

the Lemonade 
album

“There’s nothing 
new under the 

sun, but there are 
new suns.” 

– Octavia Butler, 
from the Parable 

series
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policy work, and politics; collaborative research that enriches the community; and other issues that impact the current and future 
practice of educators and policymakers.

III. UCEA Convention Session Types
A. Paper Session. These sessions are intended for reporting research results or analyzing issues of policy and practice in an 
abbreviated form.  Presenters are expected to provide electronic copies of papers.  The proposal summary should include a 
statement of purpose, theoretical framework, findings, and conclusions.  For research reports, also describe data sources and 
methods.

B. Ignite Sessions. These sessions are intended to stimulate informal, lively discussions using a cluster of four to five 5-minute 
presentations with no more than 20 slides per presentation, where each slide is displayed for approximately 15 seconds while 
the speaker addresses the audience.  The intent of an Ignite session is to spark interest and awareness of multiple yet similar 
topics while encouraging additional thought and action on the part of presenters and members of the audience.  Ignite sessions 
are an ideal way to present innovations, effective strategies and tools, problems of practice, collaborations, etc.  The proposal 
summary should be for an individual (5-minute) Ignite presentation that describes the purpose and topic of the 5-minute presen-
tation, relevant literature, findings (if applicable), and examples of questions or areas to be addressed. Example of an “Ignite” 
Session: http://www.youtube.com/user/iGNiTe?blend=1&ob=4#p/u/3/rqSkuIkwQ98 

C. Symposia. A symposium should examine specific policy, research or practice issues from several perspectives, contribute 
significantly to the knowledge base, and allow for dialogue and discussion.  Symposium participants are expected to chair the 
session and facilitate discussion.  Symposium participants are expected to provide electronic copies of papers presented during 
the session.

D. International Community-Building Sessions. These sessions, regardless of format (i.e., paper, symposia, conversation, 
etc.), require participants to be from two or more different countries.  These sessions must focus on critical issues of leadership 
practice, development or research from multiple international perspectives.  The proposal summary should describe the purpose 
of the session, the session format, and a list of the national contexts that will be represented.

E. Critical Conversations and Networking Sessions. These sessions are intended to stimulate informal, lively discussions 
around a series of provocative questions or research in process.  Sessions may be structured in a variety of ways: (a) A session 
could include a panel of participants who facilitate and guide the conversation; (b) a session could be organized as a dialogue 
where the organizers and attendees discuss an issue or series of questions; or (c) a session could be structured to provide 
scholars with common research interests dedicated time to meet, plan, discuss, and consider developing collaborative projects, 
papers, linked research, and other scholarly pursuits that will inspire a continued focus beyond the convention. The proposal 
summary should describe the purpose of the session, the ways in which participants will engage in conversation/dialogue, and 
examples of questions or areas to be addressed.

F. Innovative Sessions and Mini-Workshops. Proposals utilizing innovative presentation/interaction strategies are encour-
aged, such as web-based projects, films, and the use of technology to increase interaction and participation. The proposal sum-
mary should describe the focus and purpose of the session or mini-workshop (to be held during the convention), the innovative 
format, and how the format will enhance adult learning and discussion.

G. UCEA Film Festival.  Participants may submit 5-minute videos that explore broadly the landscape of quality leadership 
preparation, including research and engaged scholarship, preparation program designs and improvement efforts, policy work, 
and the practice of educational leaders. These submissions cannot be submitted through All Academic. Additional details can be 
found in the UCEA Review and on the UCEA website: http://www.ucea.org.  Video submissions are due in July.

H. Post Convention Work Sessions and Workshops. These sessions, which provide both 2- and 4-hour sessions for scholars 
of similar interest, are encouraged for (a) groups of scholars who are working on projects directly related to the core mission of 
UCEA and (b) scholars who wish to present a workshop for faculty members attending the convention.  Proposals should de-
scribe the purpose of the session, relevant literature, how the time will be used, the role and expertise of facilitators, outcomes 
for participants, and plans for disseminating information from the session/workshop to UCEA member institutions and the field.

IV. Submission Guidelines
Submission length must not exceed three (3) single-spaced pages (approximately 1,500 words or 6,000 characters) using 
12-point font (Times New Roman). References are required and must not exceed one (1) single-spaced page (approxi-
mately 400 words or 2,200 characters).

Through the act of submitting a proposal, an individual is entering a professional agreement to review proposals for 
the convention, to attend and deliver the content described in the proposal, and in the event that a paper is being 

UCEA Convention 2018 Call for Proposals:
“Our Mission Critical: Revolutionizing the Future Through Equitable Educational Leadership, Research, and Practice”
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presented, the submitter agrees to share a copy of the work with convention attendees. Furthermore, lead authors are 
required to upload an advance copy of their paper into the All Academic System through the UCEA Convention site 3 weeks prior 
to the convention (October 29, 2018). Ignite presenters are expected to upload a two-page summary of the talking points they 
will be sharing at the convention prior to the October 29th deadline. Failure to live up to these commitments may lead to the 
submission being removed from the convention program.

V. Participation Limits
To promote broad participation in the annual convention, an individual may appear as first author on no more than two proposals.  
In addition, an individual may appear on the program no more than four times in the role of presenter.  The participation limit does 
not include service as chair or discussant or participation in invited sessions or any session connected with UCEA headquarters, 
committees, or publications.

VI. Criteria for Review of UCEA Convention Proposals
All proposals will be subject to blind peer review by two reviewers, which will occur electronically. Proposals MUST NOT include 
names of session organizers or presenters. Proposals containing author names may be removed from consideration by the 
UCEA Convention Planning Committee. Primary authors of submitted proposals agree to serve as proposal reviewers.

Research Paper Proposals will be evaluated for
·      Relevance of the proposal to educational leadership and/or convention theme;
·      Appropriateness of the theoretical/conceptual framework;
·      Appropriateness of the methods, including analytical strategies;
·      Anchoring of proposal content to relevant scholarly literature;
·      Quality of writing; and
·      Audience appeal.

All other proposals will be evaluated for
·      Relevance of the proposal to educational leadership and/or conference theme,
·      Thoroughness and clarity of the proposal,
·      Consistency of proposal content and purpose with proposed format,
·      Anchoring of proposal content to relevant scholarly literature, and
·      Audience appeal.

VII. Proposal Reviewers
UCEA invites all convention attendees and participants to serve as reviewers for the 2018 Convention. Through the act of 
submitting a proposal, an individual is entering a professional agreement to review proposals for the convention. An 
author’s failure to live up to this commitment may lead to the paper being removed from consideration. UCEA encour-
ages submitters to invite their coauthors to participate in this important professional activity. Individuals can volunteer to serve as 
a reviewer on All Academic through the UCEA website.
 
VIII. Deadlines
Proposals must be received by Sunday, May 6, 2018 by 11:59 pm Eastern Standard Time. All proposals must be submitted 
electronically at the link to be provided at the UCEA homepage (http://www.ucea.org).  This site will officially open March 
28, 2018. 
 
VIII. Graduate Student Summit
Successfully launched at the 2012 Convention in Denver, the Symposium will be returning at the 2018 Convention in Houston, 
TX.  Doctoral students are invited to submit proposals for this preconference event. Further details regarding the Graduate Stu-
dent Summit call for proposals can be found in the Graduate Student portion of the UCEA website: 

http://www.ucea.org/graduate-student-opportunities/graduate-student-summit/
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Innovative Programs:
Producing Innovative, Equity-Focused Leaders: The P-12 Leadership 

Preparation Programs at the University of  Washington   

Grace J. Liang
Kansas State University

Department of  Educational Foundations, 
Leadership & Policy
The University of  Washington Department of  Educational Foun-
dations, Leadership & Policy is the home for 10 programs, includ-
ing six MEd, one EdD, and three PhD programs. Also offered by 
the department are options for pursuing professional building or 
district licensure as school or district leaders. All programs focus 
on informing and promoting the transformation of  education both 
within and beyond P-12 schools and postsecondary institutions, 
with the ultimate goal of  creating powerful and equitable learn-
ing for all. The programs bring multiple disciplines, analytical tools, 
and bodies of  knowledge to their work, including history, political 
science, economics, organizational studies, philosophy, and sociol-
ogy, as well as the wisdom of  applied practice in the fields of  com-
munity organization, public/nonprofit leadership, education policy 
design, implementation, and evaluation. 

P-12 Leadership Preparation Programs and the 
Conceptual Framework
The P-12 leadership preparation programs include the Leadership 
for Learning (L4L) EdD program and the Danforth Educational 
Leadership Program. Guided by the same 
conceptual framework, both programs 
aim to develop leaders who lead from 
where they are and aspire to positions 
of  broader influence. The conceptual 
framework reflects a shared commitment 
to performance—the extent to which the 
candidates lead for—and actually real-
ize—deep and sustained results, especial-
ly for students traditionally underserved 
by public school systems. The framework 
also represents a research- and experi-
ence-based view of  the nested nature of  
leadership: To get to scale with excellent 
and equitable education for all students, 
leaders throughout the system must lead 
in powerful ways that support others in 
realizing high-quality professional prac-
tice (see Figure).

The inner rings of  the framework 
(see Figure) focus on the Danforth 
program and are Shaping Culture and 
Leading Change; Building Instructional 
Capacity; Marshaling Resources and Im-
proving Systems; Advocating With Stu-
dents, Families, and Communities; Com-

mitting to Ethical Practice; and Driving Improvement With 
Data. These elements indicate the performance outcomes es-
sential to effectively lead within schools in such positions as 
principal and assistant principal and to enact effective leader-
ship by district program administrators.

The outer ring of  the conceptual framework includes the 
broad categories of  standards by which systems-focused lead-
ers are prepared in the L4L program. These standards too aim 
to realize the central goal of  equity and excellence for all stu-
dents. However, they assume that the work of  systems-focused 
leaders is, in part, to support the leadership of  educators, such 
as those prepared by Danforth, who work more proximate to 
students. The categories addressed by the L4L program are Eq-
uity and Excellence-Focused Leadership; the Improvement of  
Teaching and Learning; Strategic Collaboration, Governance 
and Decision Making; and Inquiry-Focused Practice. The theo-
ry of  action underlying this part of  the conceptual framework 
is that systems get to scale with excellent teaching and learning 
for all students when leaders throughout the system—includ-
ing but not exclusively superintendents—take an approach to 
leadership characterized by the leadership standards in these 
four categories.

Figure. Framework of  the P-12 leadership preparation programs at the University of  Washington.
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internships designed to stretch students’ leadership abilities under 
the mentorship of  experienced systems leaders, and (d) innovative 
annual capstone portfolios that demonstrate the students’ growth 
as leaders. 

Danforth Educational Leadership Program
This 1-year program prepares experienced educators to take on 
prominent school and program-based leadership roles in K-12 
school systems. The competency-based program, combining prov-
en classroom instruction and cutting-edge research with intensive 
field-based learning experiences, not only prepares students to be 
effective educational leaders but also helps develop their ability to 
cultivate leadership in others. By weaving a required, field-based in-
ternship into the program, students gain not only valuable on-the-
job experience but also guidance and support from working closely 
with a mentor principal or district administrator. Upon successful 
completion of  the program, Danforth students are qualified to ap-
ply for the state of  Washington’s Residency Principal Certificate, 
Professional Administrator Certificate, or both. Danforth students 
who also wish to earn a University of  Washington MEd can do so 
simultaneously with additional classes.

More information about the L4L program can be found at 
https://education.uw.edu/l4l/home or contact Brieanne Hull, 
the program manager, at k12admin@uw.edu. 

More information about the Danforth Educational Leader-
ship Program can be found at https://www.danforth.uw.edu/ 
or contact Jennifer Indo, the program manager, at 206-543-1891. 

L4L Program
The L4L program is a cohort-based, 3-year EdD program with 
superintendent or program administration certification option. It 
is designed for professionals currently working in or with K-12 
school systems who want to take the next step in their careers. This 
includes those who wish to become school system superintendents 
or other district central-office leaders, as well as individuals commit-
ted to leading schools and other organizations in ways that support 
high-quality teaching and learning at scale. All L4L students work 
toward common leadership standards while collaborating with each 
other and faculty to tailor their work to their own career goals.

As the 2016 recipient of  the UCEA Exemplary Educational 
Leadership Preparation Program Award, the L4L is dedicated to 
growing systems-focused leaders capable of  tackling the historical 
systemic inequities that contribute to persistent disparities in edu-
cational opportunity. Program Director Dr. Meredith Honig noted 
the strengths of  the L4L program lie in its emphases on “action-
focused equity leadership, continuous improvement, and embed-
ding all assignments into candidates’ current practice to help them 
redesign their present roles in ways that promise to foster systems 
change for equity” (personal communication, 2017). Boundary ex-
panding that blurs traditional distinctions between field work and 
coursework is key to the program. 

The program structure contains (a) intensive seminars that 
meet one weekend a month (Friday and Saturday) during the school 
year and for 3–5 days during the summer, (b) instruction by expert 
University of  Washington College of  Education faculty as well as 
accomplished leaders from the field, and (c) extensive field-based 

The  Initiative for Systemic Program Improvement through Research 
in Educational Leadership (INSPIRE) Surveys include a suite of  
evaluation resources made available by the UCEA Center for the 
Evaluation of  Educational Leadership Preparation and Practice. 
These surveys are available for leadership preparation programs 
to produce evidence helpful in improving programs, meeting 
accreditation requirements, and making the case for support among 
various constituencies. INSPIRE is aligned with national educational 
leadership standards and the UCEA Institutional and Program Quality 
Criteria and provides a source of  evidence on program outcomes.

www.ucea.org/resource/inspire-leadership-survey-suite/
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Call for Award Nominations 

2018
Thank you for your commitment to and support of UCEA in advancing the preparation and practice of educational leaders for 
the benefit of schools and children. In order to recognize those individuals who have made significant contributions toward this 
goal, we encourage you to nominate individuals for the following awards who you believe deserve recognition for their efforts 
and excellence within the educational leadership community. You also may access more detailed information on each award by 
visiting our website.  

The following awards have a deadline of Friday, June 1, 2018:
▪ Edwin M. Bridges Award, given by UCEA annually for original, outstanding work in the area of research and/

or development that contributes to our knowledge and understanding of how best to prepare and support future 
generations of educational leaders. http://www.ucea.org/edwin-m-bridges-award/

▪ The Roald F. Campbell Award, given to senior colleague recognizing a lifetime of excellent achievement.  
http://www.ucea.org/the-roald-f-campbell-award/

▪ The Jack A. Culbertson Award, given to a professor in the first 6 years of his or her career for some outstanding 
accomplishment. http://www.ucea.org/the-jack-a-culbertson-award/

▪ The Master Professor Award, given to an individual faculty member whose record is so distinguished that UCEA must 
recognize this individual in a significant and timely manner. http://www.ucea.org/the-master-professor-award/

▪ The Jay D. Scribner Mentoring Award, given to a educational leadership faculty who have made substantive 
contribution to the field by mentoring the next generation of students into roles as university research professors, while 
also recognizing the important role(s) mentors play in supporting and advising junior faculty.  
http://www.ucea.org/the-jay-d-scribner-mentoring-a/

Nominations for these awards are welcome from faculty members of UCEA member institutions and partner institutions. 
Electronic submissions should include

▪ The candidate’s curriculum vitae;
▪ A letter addressing the contributions of the nominee relative to one or more of the selection criteria; and
▪ Support letters from individuals who have been directly mentored by the nominee, and/or individuals who can attest to the 

nominee’s mentoring strengths, are strongly encouraged.
A UCEA committee appointed by Executive Director Michelle Young will review and evaluate the nominees. This committee will 
reserve the right to present this award to multiple candidates on any given year, or conversely, not to present this award should 
nominees not fully meet the selection criteria.
Please send nominations electronically to ucea@virginia.edu
Questions?  Please call UCEA Headquarters at (434) 243-1041 or email us at ucea@virginia.edu

Job Search Resources

Subscribe to the UCEA news feed to get new job postings in your e-mail inbox or RSS reader. Search by date, state, or type of  position. 
The site aggregates in one place all of  the jobs posted at the UCEA Ed Leadership Jobs Board, HigherEdJobs, the Chronicle (Vitae) 
Job Board, UCEA CASTLE, and the AERA Jobs Board.

UCEA Educational Leadership Jobs Board: https://members.ucea.org/edleadershipjobs

HigherEdJobs:  https://www.higheredjobs.com

UCEA Job Search Handbook: http://www.ucea.org/opportunities/ucea-job-search-handbook/

Stage-by-stage assistance for graduate students new to the academic job search process. The site includes a plethora of  helpful tips and 
strategies and has been highly acclaimed by past job seekers. Please publicize these resources to your graduate students. Thank you.
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Call for Nominations: 2018 Exemplary Educational 
Leadership Preparation (EELP) Award
Intent to Apply due Monday, April 30, 2018
Deadline to Submit Materials: Thursday, June 28, 2018

THE AWARD
Quality leadership preparation is essential to quality leadership practice. Research reveals an important relationship between 
preparation and leaders’ career outcomes, practices, and school improvement efforts. Exemplary/effective university-based 
programs evidence a range of program features that collectively contribute to robust leadership preparation. To celebrate exem-
plary programs as well as to cultivate a group of exemplary programs that model and can help to catalyze and support ongoing 
program improvement in other universities, UCEA has established an Exemplary Educational Leadership Preparation (EELP) 
Award. This award complements UCEA’s core mission to advance the preparation and practice of educational leaders for the 
benefit of all children and schools. 

Leadership educators are invited to nominate their programs for recognition at the 2018 UCEA Convention. The program 
or programs (up to three) determined most worthy of recognition will receive a cash award, an engraved plaque, and recognition 
in multiple UCEA publications. In addition, the award winning program(s) will be recognized at a session during the 2018 UCEA 
Convention, on the UCEA website, and through a case-study publication.

This award will be made to programs within colleges, schools, and departments of education. For example, university-
based programs preparing leaders to lead in elementary, middle, or high schools or programs focusing on the development of 
district-level leadership are eligible for recognition. More than one program within a department, school, or college of education 
may apply.

AWARD CRITERIA
Applications will be judged on the extent to which the programs are (a) aligned with research and scholarship about exemplary 
and effective leadership preparation and (b) have evidence of program effectiveness and impact. Although the 2012 research-
based document titled UCEA Institutional and Program Quality Criteria provides an accounting of features, content, and expe-
riences associated with effective leadership preparation—all of which are criteria for this award—more recent empirical and 
scholarly literature on effective and exemplary leadership preparation provides additional insights about important dimensions 
of these criteria and are considered as programs are reviewed for this award. The Handbook of Research on the Education of 
School Leaders (2nd ed., Young & Crow, 2016) is one such source of more recent information.

THE PROCEDURE
For the full set of award criteria and instructions, please visit 

www.ucea.org/opportunities/exemplary-university-based-educational-leadership-preparation/

Step 1: Read through the award criteria and instructions. Submit a statement of intent to apply (through the link above) by 
Monday, April 30, 2018.  Upon receipt of a program’s intent to submit an Award Application, the program contact will be 
invited to an Award Dropbox Folder where program application materials should be deposited.

Step 2: Review recent empirical and scholarly literature on exemplary/effective leadership preparation and review program 
information associated with prior EELP award-winning programs. This information will help your program to deepen its 
understanding of exemplary/effective principal preparation and things to “look for” when completing a self-assessment 
of your program. Conduct a self-assessment of your program using the criteria identified in the UCEA Institutional and 
Program Quality Criteria Rubric.

Step 3: Fill out an EELP Cover Sheet
Step 4: Prepare Parts I–V of the Award Application as described at the above URL. 

• Part I: Program Description: The program description should align to criteria identified in the UCEA Institution and Pro-
gram Quality Criteria and more recent literature on effective/exemplary leadership preparation. It should be no more than 
25 pages. We strongly encourage you to use subheadings for a discussion of each award criteria. We strongly encourage 
you to provide evidence (strategic use of key/high-value evidence sources to be included either in an appendix or via hot 
links) to support claims made in this portion of your application submission.

• Part II: Course Content: Please provide syllabi for core courses in the program.
• Part III: Field Work: Please provide a field work guide or narrative that describes/elaborates the field work experience 

that students encounter. This should reveal (a) key clinical work tasks and/or requirements, (b) all field-based devel-
opmental supports (e.g., mentoring/coaching), (c) key tools/routines/documents that support and systematize the field 
experience, and (d) any clinical assessments that students complete or that track student development over the course 
of the clinical experience. We discourage the submission of an assortment of existing documents without a narrative that 
explains/elaborates submitted artifacts.

(continues next page)
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Call for Nominations
2018 Excellence in Educational Leadership Award
Deadline: Monday, April 2, 2018

THE AWARD

The Executive Committee of the University Council for Educational Administration is asking for nominees for the 21st Annu-
al Excellence in Educational Leadership Award, in recognition of practicing school administrators who have made significant 
contributions to the improvement of administrator preparation. This distinguished school administrator should demonstrate an 
exemplary record of supporting school administrator preparation efforts. This award, one of national recognition, provides a 
unique mechanism for UCEA universities to build good will and recognize the contributions of practitioners to the preparation of 
educational leaders. Funds to establish the Educational Leadership Award were originally donated to UCEA by the Network of 
University Community School Districts, a consortium of school districts in university towns. However, UCEA now fully funds this 
important initiative.

THE PROCEDURE

The UCEA Plenum Representative (PSR) at each participating university should consult with colleagues and other constituen-
cies designated by faculty to identify a worthy recipient. The PSR (or a designee) should plan to make the award presentation at 
an annual departmental, college, or university ceremony.  The nomination deadline is Monday, April 2, 2018.

After that time, UCEA will provide official certificates of recognition to universities who have designated a recipient. UCEA will 
publish the names of the award recipients and their sponsoring university in the UCEA Review and place the recipient’s names 
on the UCEA mailing list for 1 year. If desired, UCEA also will provide a boilerplate press release for announcing the award recipi-
ent to news agencies; however, the university may choose to coordinate this announcement through its public relations office in 
order to include additional information about the award presentation.

To nominate a candidate, please navigate to the following link and follow instructions for the following:

1. Navigate to http://www.ucea.org/opportunities/excellence-educational-leadership-award-2/

2. Upload a letter of nomination

3. Complete the fields in the electronic nomination form which include specific bio data fields and a field for a 1- to 3-sen-
tence Statement of Significant Contribution 

Nominations must be received by Monday, April 2, 2018.

Please email ucea@virginia.edu or call (434) 243-1041 with questions.

• Part IV: Program Effectiveness and Impact: Evidence of program effectiveness and impact can include such things 
as (a) a summary of accreditation evaluations and reviews; (b) first attempt passage rates on state leadership licensure 
exams; (c) job placement statistics for program graduates following preparation; (d) key findings from follow-up studies 
of program graduates; (e) analysis of a variety of data sources about the leadership practices (quality of practices) of 
program graduates who are leaders; and (f) analysis of a variety of data sources about organizational, instructional and/
or student learning outcomes of schools led by program graduates. Please do not exceed 10 pages of evidence.

• Part V: Faculty Vitae: Please provide a curriculum vitae for each faculty member who participates in the delivery of the 
program.

Step 5: Prepare Parts I-V of the application and save each part as a separate PDF file. Be sure all file names correspond to the 
applicable part, for example: Part.I.ProgramDescription.pdf.  Submit the Cover Sheet and Parts I-V by depositing them 
in the Dropbox noted in the explanation for Step 1 above.   

Please Note: All materials must be submitted by Thursday, June 28, 2018.  
Please email mar5q@virginia.edu or call (434) 243-1041 with questions.
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Point/Counterpoint
Perspectives on Immigration in K-12 Education

W. Kyle Ingle
University of  Louisville

The Trump administration has been relentless in its efforts to 
curb immigration to the United States, enacting executive orders 
that sought to close U.S. borders to citizens of  predominantly 
Muslim Middle Eastern nations and continuing its rhetoric of  
constructing an expansive border wall between the United States 
and Mexico. Trump has refused to unequivocally condemn White 
supremacists in Charlottesville, the home of  the University of  
Virginia and UCEA’s headquarters. Trump pardoned former 
Arizona sheriff  Joe Arpaio’s conviction of  contempt of  court, 
resulting from his failure to comply with court orders to cease 
and desist racial profiling. Trump also has sought to deport 
Dreamers—recipients of  benefits established by the Obama-era 
Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program, which 
allowed minor children of  undocumented immigrants to receive a 
renewable 2-year period of  deferred action from deportation and 
to become eligible for work permits. 

Needless to say, immigration is a timely and relevant topic. 
Because of  this timeliness and relevance, the publications com-
mittee of  the Politics of  Education Association selected a pro-
posal by Rand Quinn, Megan Hopkins, and Lisa García Bedolla 
for its 2017 special issue of  Educational Policy. The special issue had 
as its theme, “The Politics of  Immigration and Education.” As 
current chair of  the Politics of  Education Association and Point-
Counterpoint editor, I thought this segment of  the UCEA Review 
would serve as an opportunity to highlight the excellent work that 
all of  the contributors to Quinn et al.’s special edition are doing 
on the politics of  immigration in U.S. education. 

As Quinn, Hopkins, and Bedolla (2017) noted, immigration 
raids undertaken in the first year of  the Trump administration 
have adversely affected the work of  public school educators and 
educational leaders, as evidenced by a surge of  student absences 
and the detention of  immigrant parents dropping students off  
at schools. It is quite difficult for educators to teach absent chil-
dren and for schools and districts to meet accountability goals for 
English language learner children if  children are not there to re-
ceive instruction. Even more tragic than lost educational time and 
opportunities is the constant fear among immigrant parents and 
their children of  raids and the real possibility of  being separated 
from each other due to such raids. It is quite difficult to prepare 
for one’s future when one lives in constant fear in the present. 

Quinn et al. (2017) stated, “The actions taken by Trump 
and officials in his administration reinforce particular ideas about 
who is worthy of  access to the United States and the opportuni-
ties therein” (p. 708). This is a nation made of  immigrants who 
came to these shores for reasons as diverse as the immigrants 
themselves. Shared among them was a desire for a better life, but 
conveniently forgotten is the fact that immigrants took “the New 
World” from indigenous peoples and that large swaths of  the U.S. 
Southwest were once part of  Mexico, another country established 
by immigrant conquistadores who took land from native peoples in 
the name of  faith and crown. We must agree that the past is com-

plicated and our present is complicated too, but how we act in the 
present shapes our paths in the future.  

Featured here are two perspectives on immigration from the 
coauthors who contributed to the special edition. First, Scribner and 
Fernández present the ways in which dominant narratives within a 
school context shaped Latinx parents’ attempts to influence school 
outcomes. Scribner and Fernández document how a school and 
its various actors sought to organize to the disadvantage of  Latinx 
parents’ interests, creating barriers to Latinx parental engagement.  
The other comes to us from Lisa Dorner and Emily Crawford. 
They and other colleagues (Joel Jennings, J. S. Onésimo Sandoval, 
and Emily Hager) explored how U.S.-born Americans understand 
immigration in Missouri. Like the broader debate over immigration, 
their informants expressed conflicting perspectives on immigrants, 
largely depending on whether the immigrant was known personally 
to them or not. Their findings reminded me of  the work of  C. S. 
Kim (1977), who undertook anthropological fieldwork among Af-
rican Americans, Native Americans, and Whites in the Deep South. 
Of  race relations between Whites and African Americans, C. S. 
Kim noted that southerners tended to hate the race as a whole but 
loved individual African Americans. Adding my own perspectives 
to those presented herein, I contend that we should see immigrants 
as individuals rather than Trump’s broad (and false) generalizations 
of  immigrants as “bad hombres,” “drug dealers,” and “terrorists.” 
Immigrants are certainly more than these vulgar stereotypes. Al-
though Islamophobia, xenophobia, and racism certainly exist in the 
United States, I would like to think that a majority of  Americans 
are not as Islamophobic, xenophobic, and racist as our current U.S. 
executive and his base of  supporters.

I thank the contributors for their perspectives and sharing 
their research on this important educational leadership issue:

• Samantha Paredes Scribner (PhD, Institutional Leadership 
and Policy Studies, University of  California, Riverside) is the 
director of  the Center for Urban and Multicultural Educa-
tion. Dr. Scribner’s research and teaching focus on the or-
ganizational and political dynamics within and around urban 
K–12 schools, the policy contexts of  these dynamics, and the 
consequences of  leadership practices for various constituents 
of  urban school communities. Dr. Scribner intentionally situ-
ates her work in urban and urban fringe schools attended by 
high percentages of  ethno-linguistically and racially diverse 
students and families. Her research has been published in 
journals such as Educational Administration Quarterly, Journal of  
School Leadership, Leadership and Policy in Schools, and the Journal 
of  Cases in Educational Leadership.

• Erica Fernández (PhD, Educational Policy Studies, Indiana 
University–Bloomington) is an assistant professor in the 
Department of  Educational Leadership. She is a former 
bilingual education teacher whose primary research is 
focused on centering, listening to, and sharing the educational 
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engagement experiences of  Parents of  Color, particularly 
those of  Spanish-speaking Latinx immigrant parents living 
amid threatening and hostile anti-immigrant environments. 
Critical race theory, Latinx critical race theory, Latinx 
cultural citizenship, and Chicana feminist epistemology 
theoretically ground her work while also helping to center 
the narratives of  Latinx immigrant parents. Her research 
has been published in journals such as Journal of  Educational 
Policy, Journal of  Educational Administration, Equity & Excellence 
in Education, and Public Administration Review. 

• Lisa M. Dorner (PhD, Human Development and Social 
Policy, Northwestern University) is associate professor in the 
Department of  Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis 
and a Faculty Fellow of  the Cambio Center at the University 
of  Missouri–Columbia. Her research centers on language 
policy and planning, educational policy implementation, 
and immigrant childhoods, especially children’s and families’ 
integration in “new” spaces. As cofounder of  the Missouri 
Dual Language Network, Dr. Dorner connects people and 
resources for dual language learning, bilingual education 
policy development, and understanding the immigrant 
experience. Her research has been published in journals such 
as the American Educational Research Journal, American Journal 
of  Education, Educational Policy, International Journal of  Bilingual 
Education and Bilingualism, and Review of  Research in Education.

• Emily R. Crawford (PhD, Educational Theory and Policy, 
Pennsylvania State University) is an assistant professor in the 
Department of  Educational Leadership & Policy Analysis at 
the University of  Missouri–Columbia. Her most recent work 
has appeared in Educational Administration Quarterly, Journal of  
School Leadership, and International Journal of  Qualitative Studies 
in Education. Her research agenda includes looking at issues 
related to immigration in public schools and communities, 
how school leaders respond to ethical dilemmas, and the 
impact of  immigration policy on undocumented students.

Organizational Politics of  Parental 
Engagement:  The Intersections of  School 

Reform, Anti-Immigration Policies, and 
Latinx Parent Organizing 1

Samantha Paredes Scribner
Indiana University–Purdue University Indianapolis

Erica Fernández
University of  Connecticut

Donald Trump’s rise to the Presidency threatened to normalize 
(in a public sphere) overt racist, misogynistic, sexist, homophobic, 
Islamophobic, xenophobic, and other deficit/oppressive/
marginalizing ideologies expressed during the Presidential 
campaign and after the election. This is especially evident in his 
stance toward immigration policy. For instance, during a speech 
on June 15, 2015, Trump made it a point to refer to Mexican 
immigrants as drug-dealers, criminals, and rapists, adding that some 

he assumed were “good people.” Although Trump’s anti-immigrant 
rhetoric might be alarming, it is not necessarily new. Immigrant 
communities have long been criminalized and dehumanized in the 
media and among state and national politicians to lobby for the 
passage of  local (statewide) anti-immigration policies and reforms 
(Ngai, 2004).

In an effort to combat criminalizing and de-humanizing anti-
immigration policies, immigrant communities (families, parents, 
and youth) and their allies have been organizing in public demon-
strations (marches, rallies, etc.), as well as in their local communities. 
One common site of  organizing has been in educational settings 
such as universities and, sometimes, in K-12 schools. As such, the 
purpose of  this research is to explore the organizational politics in 
cases where immigrant Latinx2 parents are supported to organize 
within a school space. While school–parent conflicts are well re-
searched, we add to this research and that of  Latinx parent advo-
cacy by disentangling the complex organizing narratives within an 
urban elementary school to highlight how organizing logics infuse 
power relations and position parents in ways that can limit their 
participation within the politics of  the school. Two research ques-
tions guided this study: 

1. How are Latinx parents implicated in the organizing 
narratives that constitute coordinated activities within Martin 
Elementary School?

2. How does the positioning of  Latinx parents in various 
organizing narratives shape their status as an interest group 
within the school?

Theoretical Frameworks
In order to help us answer our research questions, we relied on 
the use of  organizational narratives (Czarniawska, 1997), critical 
race theory (Bell, 1992; Delgado, 1989; Ladson-Billings, 1998), 
and Latinx critical race theory (LatCrit; Nelly Velez, 2008; Pérez 
Huber, 2010; Solórzano & Yosso, 2001). This combined theoretical 
approach allowed us to identify the nature of  the dissonance and 
intersections of  coordinated organizational activities in terms of  
the racialized and marginalized positioning of  Latinx immigrant 
families. By doing so, we constructed an organizational analysis 
that embraces the complexity and polysemy of  urban school 
organizing, while also accounting for the racialized, micropolitical 
dimensions embedded in this complexity. That is, first we identified 
the narratives as constructed through the use of  organizing 
artifacts and action nets that produce the organizing and related 
identities. Then, we centered principles drawn specifically from 
LatCrit to draw attention to the specific micropolitical nature of  
the dissonance and thus the consequences of  these intersections 
on the Latinx parent group’s interests and actions. We sought 
to acknowledge both the power associated with how organizing 

1 What is being presented here is an abridged version of  a research article 
originally published in Educational Policy. Please refer to Scribner, S. M. P., 
& Fernández, E. (2017). Organizational politics of  parental engagement: 
The intersections of  school reform, anti-immigration policies and Latinx 
parent organizing. Educational Policy, 31, 895-920 when citing or to access 
the full article.
2 In an effort to be more gender inclusive we use Latinx instead of  gender-
exclusive terminology (i.e., Latino, Latino/a, or Latin@).
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narratives are constructed out of  institutional language, artifacts, and 
practices as well as the limitations of  simply describing these narratives 
without accounting for the racialized and marginalizing consequences 
for a group of  Latinx immigrant parents.

Design
This study is drawn from a larger research project in which we applied 
a critical qualitative research methodology. The approach permitted 
us to conduct a multilayered analysis, which, among other foci, took 
our role as researchers into account, as well as centered the process 
of  coconstructing knowledge with participants (Carspecken, 1996; 
Guajardo & Guajardo, 2002). Participants included Latinx parents 
(most of  whom were undocumented Mexican immigrant mothers who 
were also member of  a Latinx parent-initiated group, Adelantando 
Familias en la Universidad [AFC]), the school principal and assistant 
principal, a bilingual parent advocate, and a school–community liaison. 
Data were collected via multiple sources including interviews and 
focus groups, participant observations, and documents. 

Findings
Our analysis focused squarely on the intersection of  three narratives 
(see Table), each representing distinct threats, responses, positions, 
and documentation. Most importantly, we attended to how the threats, 
responses, and documents worked to structure distinct positions of  
Latinx parents. In fact, we observed moments when the AFC mothers 
enacted their status as “cultural citizens” in meetings with administra-
tors and grant coordinators and were scolded for being too demanding 
and forward. Our focus on the intersections thus illumines power and 
interests allocated and served by the narrative structure that supports 
each positioning of  the parents—even those positions that purport to 
be apolitical.  

Table 1
Three Narratives of  Martin Elementary Organizing

Element

Full-service 
community school:

SERVICE

Turnaround:

LOCKDOWN

AFC:

CULTURAL 
CITIZEN

Threat Poverty School closure Deportation

Response “Help” Instructional 
lockdown

Critical 
consciousness

Position Needy recipients Labor Cultural 
citizen(ship)

Docu-
menta-
tion

Tracking, treat-
ments, bilingual 
fliers

Volunteer 
papers,  
achievement 
tests, press  
(newspapers)

Papeles, driver’s 
license, AFC 
ID badge

Note. AFC = Adelantando Familias en la Universidad.

Whereas this table disarticulates these narratives somewhat, par-
ticipants experience these as tangled narratives in the complex life of  
a school. Thus, we drew from our data to create an organizational 
“mashup” per se, to draw attention to the dissonance created by power 
differentials located in the intersection of  these narratives.  

Below is a dialogue constructed by researchers with 
data collected over the course of  the study that highlights 
how school officials responded to AFC parent concerns. The 
dialogue did not occur in the exact order displayed below, but 
presenting it in this way allows readers to identify and de-
construct the intersections of  the three organizing narratives.

Principal: This is wonderful, that these parents want 
to help. Ok, we need to have them fill out the paper-
work for parent volunteers, and then we can get them 
hooked up with the parent liaison and teachers to work 
out how they can help.

Document: It is the policy of  the [district] to require 
volunteers who have sustained direct contact with stu-
dents, or serve as representatives of  the schools, be 
fingerprinted for a background check.

Parent: We come to these Latino parent meetings ev-
ery week and the school doesn’t require anything from 
us; but in order to volunteer in the classroom, reading 
and teaching the children, we have to go downtown to 
get fingerprinted. And well, we can’t do that, be fin-
gerprinted, you know. Why would we want to get fin-
gerprinted and risk the chance of  being deported? All 
I want to do is be able to read a book to my child and 
his class, but I, we, won’t ever be able to do that. It just 
can’t ever happen.

Principal: (in response to parent objection to finger-
printing) The district is always in the news with bad 
press! We cannot bend policy on the chance someone 
finds out or something happens—the press is ready to 
jump.

Parent: (describing problems of  a bureaucratic school-
ing structure) Well, I think the principal is a kind per-
son, very accessible. I think the only problem is that of  
those above her, those in the district. All they want to 
focus on are issues related to academics and not on the 
problems that we are facing as immigrants.

Principal: (in response to fingerprinting issue and im-
migration policies) Well, that has nothing to do with 
school—we can’t do anything about that.

This segment of  the constructed dialogue illustrates 
how the implementation of  a district policy reinforced the 
criminalization of  Latinx parents. Seen as disconnected and 
unrelated to school policies, concerns of  how immigration 
reform was impacting Latinx families’ interaction with the 
school and vice versa were seen as extending beyond the 
school’s capacity. Unfortunately, the school’s inability to 
“get involved in those matters” indicates how disconnected 
schools and school leaders are from the threatening realities 
facing many Latinx immigrant parents and families within 
their school. As such, Latinx immigrant parents and their 
concerns were pushed aside as something that was beyond 
the school’s capacity and responsibility. Latinx immigrant 
status was outside the scope of  an identity that the school 
narratives (and organizational responses to achievement and 
poverty threats) could accommodate.
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Discussion
The organizing “mashup” draws attention to the dissonance cre-
ated by power differentials located in the intersection of  the un-
folding narratives (full-service community school, turnaround, and 
AFC parent organizing) at Martin Elementary School. First, Table 
1 provided narrative elements that identified threats to which each 
organizing narrative responded, and how each positioned Latinx 
immigrant parents. Second, the constructed dialogues drawn from 
the data illustrated the ways in which school officials evaded or 
dismissed parent concerns related to immigration threats while 
delegitimizing their organizing efforts within the school. 

“We Will Build the Wall”:  
Implications of  Boundary Work for 
Educational Leadership and Policy3

Lisa M. Dorner
Emily R. Crawford

University of  Missouri–Columbia

As transnational migration intensifies, so do political promises 
of  building physical, figurative, and psychological walls. Since his 
first month in office, President Trump has signed a number of  
aggressive, anti-immigrant executive orders to close U.S. borders 
to refugees and people from certain nations. As of  November, 
2017, he continued to tweet about elongating an “impressive” wall 
between the United States and Mexico. At the same time, the U.S. 
Department of  Justice rescinded DACA, which provided legal 
status, deportation relief, and work authorization to hundreds of  
thousands of  young people for a renewable 2-year term if  they 
met certain criteria. Meanwhile, in local contexts like those in 
Missouri—the historic immigrant “Gateway to the West”—city 
councils and state policymakers continue to pass what they call 
“tough” laws on immigration. One recent town ordinance claimed, 
“Illegal immigration leads to higher crime rates, contributes to 
overcrowded classrooms and failing schools, and destroys our 
neighborhoods” (Hinman, 2007). It is clear: National and local 
policies are hardening boundaries between (White) “Americans” 
and others, particularly Mexicans, Muslims, undocumented 
immigrants, and refugees.

Knowing that social discourses like these become embedded 
in policies, articulated in schools, and practiced by school leaders 
(Crawford & Witherspoon Arnold, 2017), we ask how such 
“boundary work” is reflected in conversations and policymaking in 
education. Such discourses have the power to profoundly impact 
the education of  immigrant children and children with foreign-
born parents, who make up 25% of  the U.S. child population 

(Migration Policy Institute, 2015). Specifically, our research 
has explored how local policymakers, educators, and the public 
respond to demographic change, immigrants, and educational 
policy proposals, by studying the discourse people use, values 
they espouse, and actions they take (Crawford, 2017; Dorner, 
2011; S. Kim & Dorner, in press). In one such project (Dorner, 
Crawford, Jennings, Sandoval, & Hager, 2017), we partnered with 
the Missouri Immigrant and Refugee Advocates to explore these 
questions: How do U.S.-born residents understand immigration? 
What discourse do they use to talk about immigrants and related 
education policies? We analyzed individuals’ perceptions about 
immigration and how those perceptions intersected with beliefs 
about immigrants’ educational access. We also considered what 
fissures existed: Where were people breaking down barriers, rather 
than building walls?

Understanding what divides individuals and what brings them 
together always has been important, but it is urgent now. The news 
carries continual reports of  groups distrusting—and killing—each 
other. When we think about developing leaders and policies for 
institutions tasked with educating the next generation, we must 
consider the impact of  boundary-heightening discourses as well as 
which connective, humanizing frameworks could challenge them 
(Orellana, 2016).

Research for a Welcoming Missouri
In 2009, we interviewed 27 U.S.-born adults purposefully sampled 
from seven St. Louis area counties. They were a diverse group: 
19 to 77 years old, upper middle class, working class, high school 
dropout, college graduate, African American, White, Republican, 
Independent, and Democrat. We inquired about their everyday 
contact with immigrants, what they knew about gaining citizenship, 
and whether they believed undocumented youth should access 
higher education. We asked for their opinions on keeping borders 
“opened” or “closed” and whether they believed immigrants 
contributed to society.

As we analyzed the data, the way individuals responded 
became as interesting as what they said. Within the 20- to 60-minute 
conversations, respondents talked about immigrants as friends 
whom they very much respected, but they also supported policies 
that could racially profile or negatively impact those very same 
friends. Others did not even recall that they regularly interacted 
with foreign-born residents. In one pilot interview, we asked, 
“What’s your contact with immigrants, monthly, weekly, daily?” 
The respondent replied, “Not much, maybe monthly.” Knowing 
the respondent well, the interviewer questioned, “But doesn’t 
your daughter go to a preschool where the teacher is Mexican?” 
“Oh, right,” he acknowledged, “so the answer is almost daily.” In 
another interview, a respondent described his Chinese friends as 
“very hard workers.” However, when asked to compare prior and 

3 We take full responsibility for the ideas here, but must acknowledge the influence of  our friends and collaborators, including the editors of  the Politics 
of  Education Association Special Issue on “The Politics of  Immigration and Education” (Educational Policy, Volume 31, Issue 6, 2017)—Rand Quinn, 
Megan Hopkins, and Lisa García Bedolla—as well as our coauthors on our piece, Joel Jennings, J. S. Onésimo (Ness) Sandoval, and Emily Hager. In ad-
dition, we thank our dear co\thinkers across various projects, including but not limited to Noelle Witherspoon Arnold, Claudia Cervantes-Soon, Dan 
Heiman, Sujin Kim, Marjorie Faulstich Orellana, and Deb Palmer. For additional inspiration, there are myriad resources and stories online, such as these:
Integrating Issues: Framing for Racial Equity and Children in Immigrant Families. Frame brief  prepared for the Annie E. Casey Foundation and the KIDS COUNT 
Network. http://frameworksinstitute.org/assets/files/Immigration/integrating_issues_11_14_17.pdf  
Butterfly Story Collective Podcast: Stories of  Immigration and Immigrant Experience in the US. http://butterflystorycollective.libsyn.com/ 
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current generations of  immigrants, he stated that immigrants of  
the past were much more hard working. In short, beliefs about 
immigrants shifted, depending on whether an individual imagined 
an immigrant as a friend—who potentially demonstrated desired 
“American” values—or as a symbolic immigrant, potentially 
perceived as receiving benefits that s/he did not earn.

Boundaries were hardened in other ways, too. Respondents 
often classified immigrants as “illegal” or “legal,” and they drew 
moral boundaries around which immigrants deserved access 
to in-state college tuition. Some believed that undocumented 
immigrants, like those who arrived to the United States as children, 
should have unfettered educational access. Others stated “illegal” 
immigrants must earn educational rights; they must first pay taxes 
or “become legal.” Respondents focused on drawing lines around 
individuals, never addressing the widely held understanding that 
the U.S. immigration system itself  is broken (Pew Research Center, 
2013).

Boundary Work
Sociologists long have lstudied how individuals create and define 
groups, or how people envision the boundaries between them-
selves and others (Lamont & Molnár, 2002). Drawing from re-
search in cognitive science, Massey (2007) explained that human 
memories are incomplete, so individuals unconsciously rely upon 
short-cuts or “schemas.” Such schemas, shaped by repeated im-
ages and personal experiences, may result in negative assessments 
of  people outside of  a perceived “in-group.” As long ago as All-
port (1954), scientists have suggested that contact among people 
viewed as different will improve such negative opinions. However, 
recent research has suggested otherwise. Individuals in our study 
who had regular contact with immigrants they respected did not 
report more positive thinking or welcoming attitudes toward a 
group they broadly thought of  as “immigrants.” Instead, when 
a particular immigrant became familiar, that person moved from 
the category/schema of  “immigrant” to a “friend” or “colleague” 
schema. This suggests that contact alone may not improve percep-
tions of  an “out-group.”

We believe respondents’ seemingly disjointed perspectives 
highlight the range of  unconscious biases guiding people’s daily 
choices and interactions. Therefore, we ask: How can we purpose-
fully blur boundaries and unearth unconscious biases in order to 
recognize, acknowledge, and value our differences as well as our 
shared experiences and identities? As others have argued (Orel-
lana, 2017),

If  we really want to effect fundamental change in the ways 
humans orient to the world and to each other, we need to 
identify ways of  transcending or transforming the sepa-
rating tendencies that seem to compel our species, again 
and again, to identify groups of  “us” and “them,” creating 
scapegoats, and constructing dehumanized “others.” 

What Educators Can Do
There are some lessons for educators of  future school leaders and 
policymakers here. First, we need to acknowledge that we all 
make inaccurate snap judgments about people. Any group 
has a wide variety of  beliefs, experiences, and identities. Think-
ing about the nationwide demonstrations protesting the shooting 
of  unarmed Black youth, this means that each group involved—

young Black men, demonstrators, the police, etc.—is made of  in-
dividuals with varying perspectives, histories, and dreams. When 
we read a news story or catch a video online, we must recognize 
those reports are only one slice of  a situation, and each report may 
only reinforce already held views rather than raise critical aware-
ness. Whatever we observe must not be used to define an entire 
group, whether immigrants, police officers, or an entire generation 
of  young people. It is far more likely that when we draw uncon-
scious boundaries, there is someone in each group who thinks like 
us, loves to learn, and knows that educational access changes lives. 
Especially now, we must proactively question and resist the bias-
prone schemas that make it easy to categorize human beings—in-
cluding children—into readily identifiable groups that mask the 
complex identities, circumstances, and experiences of  any per-
son’s life. We need to listen hard to each other’s stories and actively 
reach out across perceived boundaries. Districts, school leaders, 
and all of  us who prepare educators should examine whose stories 
are reflected—and whose are not—in our curricula, libraries, and 
resources.

Second, we must recognize that contact with others is 
certainly helpful but not sufficient. Individuals in our study 
often separated their immigrant friend or teacher from a more 
nebulous, symbolic group, which they sometimes discussed as il-
legal, unethical, or undeserving. What might this mean for educa-
tional policymaking? For one, we cannot assume that integrated 
school programs—such as two-way immersion programs that mix 
English-speaking U.S.-born youth with multilingual children of  
immigrants—inherently develop new perspective-taking abilities. 
In other work, we have argued that humanizing pedagogies and 
the explicit development of  consciousness about race, ethnicity, 
identity, and “others” is necessary (Cervantes-Soon et al., 2017). 
The same humanizing work needs to be done regarding im/migra-
tion. Leadership preparation programs must equip educators with 
the basics around immigration law and court cases like Lau v. Nich-
ols (1974), Plyler v. Doe (1982), and others that speak directly to the 
educational rights of  culturally and linguistically diverse students. 
Class syllabi should discuss and practice culturally sustaining peda-
gogies (Paris, 2012). This means centering open, reflective discus-
sions that enable leaders to practice antiracist approaches, which 
they may use with students, school boards, staff, and the broader 
community. We also must lead by example and welcome view-
points that challenge our own.

In conclusion, preparing future school leaders and educators 
must include opportunities for extended and continuing conversa-
tions with immigrants and others viewed as “different.” Integrated 
public education (including our own colleges of  education and 
leadership preparation programs) must not only put people with 
various histories and backgrounds in the same classroom, but also 
help students think with others across many kinds of  differences. 
Rather than sharpening the boundaries that divide us, we chal-
lenge all of  us to recognize the diversity within groups, and then 
find ways to blur boundaries and find common ground, empathy, 
and love.
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UCEA Program Design  
Study Visits

Over the last year, UCEA has cohosted three study 
visits to recipients of  the Exemplary Educational 
Leadership Preparation (EELP) award.  The study 
visits are inquiry-based experiences, designed in careful 
collaboration between UCEA and the programs 
to create meaningful opportunities to explore key 
issues of  leadership preparation design, delivery and 
sustainability. The visits, which have taken place at the 
University of  Texas at San Antonio, the University of  
Washington, and the North Carolina State University, 
focused on the structures, practices, and strategies of  
programs that have created high-quality and impactful 
leadership preparation programs. Future study visits 
are planned for the University of  Denver and the 
University of  Illinois-Chicago. For more information 
about the study visits, see the program resources 
section of  the UCEA website.
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Interview With Julian Vasquez-Heilig

Juan Manuel Niño
The University of  Texas at San Antonio

Julian Vasquez-Heilig is an award-winning teacher and researcher. 
Currently, he is a professor of  Educational Leadership and 
Policy Studies and director of  the Educational Leadership 
Doctoral Program at California State University in Sacramento. 
Dr. Vasquez-Heilig has held a variety of  practitioner, research, 
and leadership positions in educational settings nationally and 
internationally, from Boston to Beijing. His primary line of  
research includes quantitatively and qualitatively examining how 
high-stakes testing, accountability-based reforms, and market 
reforms impact urban minority students.  His research centers on 
issues of  access, diversity, and equity in higher education and has 
been prominently published in Harvard Educational Review, Teachers 
College Record, Journal of  Educational Administration, and Educational 
Evaluation and Policy Analysis. Dr. Vasquez-Heilig’s research has 
reached large audiences who have read his work in the New York 
Times, Washington Post, and Education Week. Additionally, he has 
appeared on NBC, NPR, PBS, and Univision to emphasize issues 
of  equity in higher education. He earned his PhD in Education 
Administration and Policy Analysis and a master’s degree in 
Sociology from Stanford University, as well as a bachelor’s and 
master’s degree in Higher Education from the University of  
Michigan. 

JMN: Dr. Vasquez-Heilig, thank you for agreeing to participate 
in this interview. Our conversation will focus on your 
work, publications, and involvement in policy and commu-
nity engagement. Let me ask, as a scholar, what influences 
your work?

JVH: I think there are a lot of  factors that influence my work. 
As a scholar, current policy contexts influence my work 
in terms of  what types of  questions I want to ask and the 
different issues I try to engage. I try to stay tuned to what 
happens at the local, state, and national levels in terms of  
educational policy issues. Also, the research literature im-
pacts the work I am able to engage in several ways. First, 
the evolution of  theory impacts my work, and secondly, 
the peer review process. This process allows me to read 
some of  the most recent research that is out there and 
helps drive my thinking about current research. Addition-
ally, the research in the field that is presented at confer-
ences drives the kind of  work that I want to do and helps 
me gravitate towards the newer, cutting-edge work on the 
different topics that could potentially impact my ideas. I 
think more recently, for me, the drive by community in-
terests has influenced my work. This is something that is 
fairly new to my career. The questions civil rights leaders 
ask me and conversations I engage in with community and 
educational leaders have deeply influenced my research.

JMN: From these conversations you engage in, how can inequi-
ties in school and community systems be addressed?

JVH: I think the most important factor is doing work that is im-
portant to the community and making the work accessible 
to communities in multiple ways. I am a big proponent of  
making my work available online, including social media, 
platforms like Academia.edu, and blogs. As scholars, criti-
cal scholars, we must maximize our impact. The average 
peer-reviewed paper is read by 10 people, so I think it’s in-
cumbent upon us to find ways to mobilize our knowledge 
and make it available to public. Once you do that, there are 
implications. My mother would tell me, “Be careful what 
you ask for because you might get it.” 

When you make your work available it becomes uti-
lized in many different places. For example, the first time 
I went on MSNBC was because I had published a piece 
on charter schools. I think a lot of  public speaking op-
portunities come from putting your work out there and 
letting others know about your research. We have to make 
our findings accessible to as many people, whether it be 
in the format of  university lectures or traditional media 
conversations. 

JMN: You mention different outlets to present your work. What 
is your take on traditional versus more open-access for-
mats of  the peer-review process?

JVH: I always remind folks that it is not an either/or proposition 
but an and proposition. I think you have to do peer-
reviewed work for a number of  reasons. The peer-review 
process is very important because the process of  doing 
the research is an incredibly educative experience for 
individuals. I think about my first 8 years of  my career at 
the University of  Texas at Austin. The amount of  work 
that goes into peer-reviewed work, from field work, the 
conversations, the literature review and background work, 
and the collaboration with students and colleagues, is 
transformative. The process allows you to have a good 
grasp on the topics in your research agenda and also 
provides an opportunity to be more knowledgeable in 
mentoring in others in this work.  

Earlier in my career I couldn’t imagine doing the work 
I am doing now. I view the tenure process as a chrysalis. 
Once you get there, you have this special and sacred 
responsibility to do impactful work. You don’t rest on your 
laurels once you get tenure. Many of  my colleagues and 
friends achieve tenure to make a difference in society and 
education. Tenure is a process, much like life. My mantra 
is, if  you do what you love, the process will take care of  
itself. It’s amazing what will happen if  you continue to do 
what you love to do.

JMN: Absolutely, great advice. What policy work are you cur-
rently focusing on?
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JVH: Much of  what I’m working on now is not visible. What 
is interesting about my career at this point is most of  my 
current work is managing and working behind the scenes. 
Once you get to a certain phase, a more senior status, your 
work tends to take a different role. Five years ago, every-
one knew what I was doing because I would blog about it. 
Now, I’m doing more leadership and administrative work 
at my department, so my blogs have become more limited. 
My work with policymakers is different. I advise them on 
school finance, school choice, and community-based re-
form, and much of  my work doesn’t make it to print. It’s 
influential work that makes a difference to communities. 
I want my work to be impactful. In our field, once you 
become more senior, our work takes a different role. Your 
work becomes more behind the scenes and becomes a 
gratifying experience when you provide meaningful input. 

JMN: Creating change at the local level is a great place to begin in 
our departments and communities. 

JHV: Let me add one more thing. As faculty, we have certain 
expertise, yet few of  us are involved directly with com-
munity-based civil rights organizations. Whether they are 
local organizations like IDRA [Intercultural Development 
Research Association], or at the state or national level, with 
organizations such as MALDEF [Mexican American Le-
gal Defense and Educational Fund] or NAACP [National 
Advancement for the Association of  Colored People], our 
expertise and independence are highly needed. I stress 
the need for us to connect with them. I want to challenge 
people in the field, especially faculty of  color, to reach out 
to civil rights organizations and volunteer your time. Some 
of  the volunteer work is straight forward, while some of  
it will require intellectual input. I personally think this is a 
space where our field is in need of  change. We desperately 
need to take our expertise to local, state, and national civil 
rights organizations. 

JMN: How do you attempt to emphasize policy issues as you pre-
pare aspiring school leaders?

JVH: I recall the quote, “Half  of  life is showing up,” and I think 
about community-based work. We expect to show up and 
everyone be like, “Ok, tell us.” Working with civil rights or-
ganizations, with all the different grassroots organizations 
that are out there, the key is showing up and being present 
and committed to participate. Although we all have our 
specialties, research lines, etc., we also have general knowl-
edge that is very valuable to communities. Some of  us have 
incredible abilities to write, organize, speak, and read, that 
go far and beyond our particular research skill sets and top-
ics.  I think we need to do a much better job of  sharing our 
skills with grassroots organizations.

JMN: Who is your audience for understanding your work?

JVH: Actually, I write for my mother. Whatever the outlet may 
be, I keep in mind that I’m trying to communicate with my 
mother. I do that because she reminds me of  the people I 
want to reach with my work. As academicians, we are con-
stantly talking to each other at conferences and multiple 
outlets. We are great with talking to each other, but we 

need to be able to communicate our work, and the work of  
others, to a wide range of  stakeholders, educators, and pol-
icymakers. When I write and speak, I am always mindful of  
my audience, my mother, so she can understand the mes-
sage I am trying to make. We have to be more intentional 
about our messages and how we deliver them. If  we go in 
and talk about critical race theory, organizational theories, 
and neoliberalism, of  course we would be describing those 
concepts to the audiences, but we must do it in a way that 
is appealing and connects with audiences. As faculty, we 
need to be more intentional about our audiences and how 
we share our research with them. We need to be able to 
communicate complex theoretical concepts and complex 
statistical findings for variety of  audiences and not just 
with others in academia.

JMN: How are you able to relate concepts of  complexities in 
your own classrooms?

JVH: Interestingly, I view my classes as opportunities. My teach-
ing informs the research that I do. I think I learn so much 
from my students in any given course as they learn from 
me. Teaching has pushed my work in new and interesting 
ways. For example, teaching the law class at the University 
of  Texas at Austin pushed my thinking into researching 
and publishing in law reviews. This opportunity surfaced 
when colleagues were not able to teach law and I volun-
teered to teach the course. Teaching the law course really 
inspired my work in other directions and other formats. 
My thinking shifted to publishing in law reviews where at-
torneys would read the work and end up in amicus briefs 
at the Supreme Court. Teaching is extremely important in 
our field, so we must find a balance with our teaching, re-
search, and service. These three aspects work in synergy to 
create the scholars we are. It’s important to note the differ-
ent types of  institutions we work in and their expectations 
within the three aspects of  our responsibilities. However, 
we have to do more than meet some criteria for promo-
tion; we have to be reflective of  our teaching practices and 
have it influence the research that we do. 

JMN: How do we de-colonize the academy and change the con-
versation that our work as academicians does not end just 
at a publication? 

JHV: When you extend beyond a publication, you increase your 
opportunities for more publications. As you become more 
senior, people seek you out for publication opportunities. 
Unfortunately, sometimes you have to turn publication op-
portunities down because you don’t have the same amount 
of  time you did as a junior scholar. With seniority comes 
an increased level of  responsibility; thus you have to make 
sure you make your work more readily available and create 
more opportunities. I think we have to look beyond the 
research, teaching, and service and move towards the next 
step of  knowledge mobilization. 

JMN: How do you envision social justice leadership?

JHV: As a leader, you need expert communication and a vision 
of  something that does not yet exist. The traditional lead-
ers in academia are usually hired because they have a pub-
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lication record or prominence in the field and know how 
to push paper and understand the bureaucracy of  institu-
tions. However, we have to be interested in someone with 
a bit more, someone who is transformative. Leaders who 
are going to transform our educational programs, change 
the curricula, challenge the recruit efforts of  faculty and 
students for more equity and inclusion. Sometimes the 
reason why we are unhappy with our academic leaders 
is because they have a certain publication record and are 
bureaucrats. As faculty, we should demand more and pri-
oritize those transformative skills for equity, diversity, and 
inclusion. We have to prioritize what skills we need from 
leaders. Recently our provost at California State e-mailed 
all department chairs stating she had reviewed all job ap-
plications and only x% of  departments included equity, 
diversity, and inclusion as a desired qualification. In terms 
of  bureaucracy, when we are hiring, that is something that 
needs to be a priority. Traditionally what you ask for is 
a cover letter and CV for faculty or leadership position, 
but it has to be integrated into the conversation, whatever 
transformative aspects you deem are important. It’s dif-
ficult to expect someone who has never been thoughtful 
of  this topic to come in as a faculty member or leader and 
embrace this work.

JMN: How do we embrace the notions of  differences when fac-
ulty members are not intentional about desired qualifica-
tions yet adhere to a social justice agenda?

JHV: There are multiple reasons. One of  the things we can talk 
about are recruiting and hiring. I am proud to say that our 
doctorate program is the second most diverse faculty on 
campus as measured by data sent out by the provost. Not 
many institutions would generate similar reports. Have you 
seen something like this at the University of  Texas at San 
Antonio?

JMN: Not that I can recall…

JHV: The provost distributed this data to all department chairs 
in the university showing how diverse each department is, 
and everyone’s data was there to see. It turns out our doc-
torate has the second most diverse faculty. The top depart-
ment with more diversity is the Ethnic Studies department. 
I think that’s a real accomplishment for our faculty, and it’s 
something they have been working on for some time. So 
there has to be leadership from the top saying this is a pri-
ority, and we are going to do something about it, and here 
is the data to support our movement. I think it’s a pretty 
rare approach for some institutions, especially in Texas be-
cause of  the political context. I am also aware that I live 
and work in California, which is a different paradigm in 
terms of  leadership flexibility. Also, our faculty and UCEA 
are slowly integrating, and more promising is the number 
of  graduate students of  color attending and participating 
at the convention. 

For example, the Black faculty had dinner at UCEA 
in Denver. Originally this was a dinner for 10 or 15 Black 
faculty. Well, this year around 120 faculty and students 
showed up, which is an incredible size from 10 years ago. 
As the pipeline of  leaders and faculty of  color make their 

way into these programs and senior faculty start to sunset 
out of  these programs, I think the political dynamics of  
these programs will change. There is some limit to what a 
chairperson of  color can do when the faculty is opposed to 
being strategic and thoughtful about equity, diversity, and 
inclusion. There’s always a limit to what people can do in 
their environment, and it requires you to stand on political 
capital. As a leader, you have certain capital, and you need 
to determine where you are going to spend it. It must be a 
personal responsibility for a leader to stand on these issues 
to support faculty and students of  color to do research, 
because the system will not recognize the importance of  
this work. But, I do think the trend to engage in these con-
versations is more positive.

JMN: What advice would you offer to junior faculty members 
as one researches and influences policy for more diverse 
communities?

JHV: Simple. Enjoy and thrive in the work you are doing. Also, 
make sure when you publish that article or chapter or brief, 
book review or blog or tweet, share it in different plat-
forms. Upload it to your websites for accessibility for all 
to read. You have to make your work available. You spend 
a lot of  time writing a chapter or piece and submit it for 
publication. Don’t let it be lost and forgotten to only those 
who purchase the books or journals. Try to digitize your 
work to make it available to multiple stakeholders in mul-
tiple forums. 

JMN: Thank you for sharing your thoughts and ideas on shar-
ing our work in the many outlets that we have in everyday 
life. Much of  the work invested in writing a piece tends to 
end with the publication. However, you have invited us to 
extend our work to multiple spaces. 

JHV: The way I look at it is as a tier. When you publish an article, 
you have to do several things with it: 

• Use your university press release and see if  any other 
press is interested. 

• Then, perhaps, write a short policy brief  from it, and 
share it with local policymakers, school board members, 
and the community. 

• Then perhaps you can blog about it or a create a podcast. 

Many times, when we publish a piece, we are quick to 
move from it and neglect the opportunity to expand our 
work. You need to repackage it for another audience and 
strengthen your topic. You have to try to make your work 
available and public knowledge. 

Finally, be patient with the process. If  you love what 
you do, and you trust the process, you realize everything 
you dream of.

JMN: Thank you for taking the time to participate in the inter-
view. It’s been great talking to you. I look forward to read-
ing about your research in multiple platforms.
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“Virtual Campfire” Discussion: 
Advising/Chairing in Online 

EdD Programs
Attend this virtual 75-minute informal discussion to meet with 
colleagues to discuss the complex role of  the advisor/chair in 
fully online EdD programs. Learn about how online programs 
structure advisory processes and share success strategies. No 
prior preparation is necessary; all are welcome. Door prizes 
will be awarded to selected participants!

When:   February 28, 2018, 12:30pm to 1:45pm EST

Where:  Online via Collaborate Ultra  
 [see user guide for technology details: https://help.  
 blackboard.com/Collaborate/Ultra/Participant/ 
 Get_Started]

Who:    Facilitated by Dr. Kevin Brady (University of  
Arkansas) and Dr. Elan Paulson (Western University)

Please RSVP: https://goo.gl/forms/TyAQu0KKefNtcWIE3

Meeting Link: http://bit.ly/2DNoR6k

This initiative is generously supported by the 2017 UCEA 
Program Center Mini-Grant and organized by the Center for 
the Study of  Leadership and the Law and the Consortium for 
the Study of  Leadership and Ethics in Education.

Leave a Leadership Legacy 
Through UCEA’s  

Partners for the Future
Dedicated supporters of  the UCEA who include UCEA in 
their wills or estate plans are UCEA Partners for the Future.  
These special donors have decided to extend their support 
beyond their lifetimes and leave a legacy of  tolerance and 
justice. Your bequest or planned gift—regardless of  size—is 
a meaningful way to honor UCEA’s work and assure its future. 
If  you are interested in receiving information—with no obli-
gation—please contact UCEA. If  you already have included 
UCEA in your will or estate plans, please contact us so we 
can update you as a UCEA Partner for the Future.

Second Edition of  the 
Handbook of  Research on the 
Education of  School Leaders

Michelle D. Young & Gary M. Crow, Editors

The Handbook of  Research 
on the Education of  School 
Leaders (2nd ed.) brings 
together empirical research 
on leadership preparation 
and development to 
provide a comprehensive 
overview and synthesis 
of  what we know about 
preparing school leaders 
today. With contributions 
from the field’s foremost 
scholars, this new 
edition investigates 
the methodological 
foundations of  leadership 

preparation research, reviews the pedagogical and curricular 
features of  preparation programs, and presents valuable insights 
into the demographic, economic, and political factors affecting 
school leaders. This volume both mirrors the first edition’s 
macro-level approach to leadership preparation and presents the 
most up-to-date research in the field. Updates to this edition 
cover recent state and federal government efforts to improve 
leadership in education, new challenges for the field, and 
significant gaps and critical questions for framing, researching, 
evaluating, and improving the education of  school leaders. 
Sponsored by UCEA, this handbook is an essential resource 
for students and scholars of  educational leadership, as well as 
practitioners, policymakers, and other educators interested in 
professional leadership. 

“A landmark book. The highest quality and most comprehensive 
resource on the education of  school leaders available.” - Joseph 
Murphy, Frank W. Mayborn Chair of  Education and Associate 
Dean, Peabody College, Vanderbilt University

“The Handbook of  Research on the Education of  School Leaders 2nd 
edition is the source book to use for designing a leadership 
curriculum for the future. As K-12 schools face increased 
pressure to improve student outcomes, the educational leadership 
skill set is changing to meet the demands of  an instructionally 
focused curriculum. This book is a must have for understanding 
how best to train school leaders to lead instructionally focused 
schools based upon ‘the most up-to-date research on the field.’ 
- James E. Berry, Professor of  Educational Administration, 
Eastern Michigan University and Executive Director, National 
Council of  Professors of  Educational Administration

Available at Amazon
Routledge ISBN-13: 978-1138850323.  ISBN-10: 1138850322
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Journal of  Research on Leadership Education: Update

Sharon Kruse
Washington State University/JRLE Coeditor

The Journal of  Research on Leadership Education (JRLE) editorial 
staff  is pleased to announce the winners of  the 2017 article of  
the year: Alexandra Pavlakis of  Southern Methodist University 
and Carolyn Kelley of  the University of  Wisconsin-Madison. 
In the article, “Accreditation in the Professions: Implication for 
Educational Leadership Preparation Programs” Pavalakis and 
Kelley examine programmatic accreditation in other professional 
disciplines (e.g., medicine, psychology, engineering, and law) to 
identify themes and trends that may have implications for the 
design of  accreditation for educational leadership programs. 
The nominating committee praised the paper as “highlighting 
the positive aspects of  accreditation as well as surfacing 
current controversies” surrounding institutional accreditation. 
Additionally, the committee praised the work for its potential to 
provide an impetus for important and ongoing self-reflection and 
peer feedback to strengthen and improve professional preparation 
programs. 

The JRLE editorial board is proud to announce that starting 
in 2018, the journal will publish four issues a year. The expansion 
of  the journal from three to four issues underscores the impor-
tance of  research focused on leadership preparation and educa-
tion. July 2018 also marks the end of  Washington State Univer-
sity’s editorial duties. In July, the journal will pass to the University 
of  Houston, where Catherine Horn and April Peters-Hawkins will 
assume editorial duties. 

The December 2017 issue of  JRLE addresses two 
complementary aspects of  leadership preparation that contribute 
to the growing knowledge base. The first addresses instruction, 
specifically instructional leadership (Boston, Henrick, Gibbons, 
Berebitsky, & Colby) and instructional supervision (Stark, McGhee, 
& Jimerson). The second attends to the ethical development 
of  preservice principals (Mullen), how EdD students cultivate 
new identities as leaders and researchers (Buss & Avery), and 
how practitioners conduct educational research and evaluation 
(Mansfield & Stacy).

In the first article of  the December issue, “Investigating 
How to Support Principals as Instructional Leaders in Mathemat-
ics,” Boston et al. explore how principals can become instruction-
al leaders for mathematics. After addressing how the knowledge 
principals have about mathematics tasks and instruction can be 
enhanced and how principals’ actions in supporting high-quality 
instructional tasks in mathematics might be fostered, the authors 
wisely consider how principals’ professional learning might sup-
port instruction in other content areas. They determine that even 
short professional development efforts can have strong effects 
when paired with other district initiatives designed to support 
student learning. They note that as district focus shifts between 
initiatives, principals’ efficacy wanes, suggesting that coherence of  
effort matters for long-term instructional leadership.

Our second article, “Reclaiming Instructional Supervision: 
Using Solution-Focused Strategies to Promote Teacher Develop-
ment,” by Stark et al. focuses on the ways instructional supervi-
sion can be enhanced by the implementation of  solution-focused 
strategies. In this conceptual piece, the authors posit a blended 
model that equips instructional leaders with nondirective and col-
laborative strategies to honor and build on teachers’ classroom 
strengths. Nondirective strategies include attention to listening, 
clarifying, encouraging, and reflecting on practices that have prov-
en effective in the classroom. Collaborative strategies for facilitat-
ing growth include presenting ideas and practices, brainstorming 
and problem solving, and negotiating resolutions.

Clearly, instruction and instructional leadership lie at the 
heart of  leadership practice. Yet, good leadership encompasses 
more than instructional practice. Without solid preparation, an 
understanding of  the knowledge base that underscores the field, 
and clarity concerning how to evaluate progress toward goals, 
leaders are limited in their effectiveness. Our next collection of  
articles addresses these very issues. Mullen, in “What’s Ethics Got 
to Do With it? Pedagogical Support for Ethical Student Learning 
in a Principal Preparation Program,”  explores the research on 
ethics in leadership education and offers direction for teaching 
about ethical leadership. Reporting results of  a yearlong qualitative 
study of  pedagogical practice, Mullen offers guidance for further 
research and program practices that foster aspiring leaders’ ethical 
identity, growth, and development.

Buss and Avery, in “Research Becomes You: Cultivating 
EdD Students’ Identities as Educational Leaders and Researchers 
and a ‘Learning by Doing’ Meta-Study,” also look to program data 
as they explore identity development of  EdD students as they 
strive to become leaders and researchers. Utilizing a quantitative 
and qualitative data set, they suggest that early and ongoing ef-
forts toward developing knowledge and skills in both leadership 
and research matter—if  lasting, robust gains are to be realized. 
In addition, the importance of  program faculty attention to the 
development of  new professional identities is stressed, suggesting 
that, if  EdD students are to gain the insights faculty wish them to, 
it is incumbent upon instructors to directly support such learning.

Finally, the Mansfield and Stacy article, “Preparing Practitio-
ners to Conduct Educational Research and Evaluation: What the 
Research Says and What Our Experiences Taught Us,” takes on 
the challenge of  examining the on-the-ground realities of  teach-
ing practitioners to conduct educational research. Focusing on 
their work in teaching practitioner-scholars, they describe how at-
tention to adult learning (andragogy), team teaching, locating and 
addressing challenges as they arise, and employing a strengths-
based cohort model provide preparation program faculty neces-
sary tools for the creation of  engaging, authentic pedagogy. Key 
to gains is reflection upon practice and learning, a finding echoed 
by all three of  these studies.
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CASTLE is the nation´s only center dedicated to the technology 
needs of  school leaders. Through our groundbreaking research, 
our highly-acclaimed School Technology Leadership graduate 
program, and our deep service mission with numerous resources 
for K-12 administrators we seek to lead a global transition to a 
new generation of  technology-savvy school leaders.

http://www.schooltechleadership.org/

Taken together, the articles in the December issue 
offer key insights into how research in leaderhsip educa-
tion is growing as a field of  exploration. The journal in-
vites continued scholarship in this arena. 

To access the current issue, visit 

http://journals.sagepub.com/toc/jrla/current 

For submission and other information, see 

http://journals.sagepub.com/home/jrl   

Journal of  Research on 
Leadership Education 

now Available in 
Emerging Sources 

Citation Index

The Journal of  Research on Leadership Education has been 
selected for coverage in Clarivate Analytics products 
and services. Beginning with Volume 12 Issue 1, 
2017, this journal will be indexed and abstracted in 
Emerging Sources Citation Index.

http://journals.sagepub.com/home/jrla

Carnegie Foundation Selects 
UCEA Member Institutions for 

Participation in iLEAD Initiative  
The Improvement Leadership Education and Development (iLEAD) 
opportunity is focused on deepening and broadening the use of  im-
provement science in institutions of  higher education to improve their 
programs and prepare improvement focused leaders, while working in 
collaboration with their partner local education agencies (LEAs). Seven 
of  the eleven institutions selected for iLEAD are UCEA members, and 
three are currently involved in the UCEA Program Design Network. 
UCEA members selected are Fordham University, Indiana University, 
Portland State University, University of  Denver, University of  Maryland, 
University of  Pittsburgh, and University of  Virginia.

The iLEAD institutions will meet multiple times throughout the 
year and will convene at the 2018 Carnegie Summit on Improvement in 
Education in San Francisco. In addition to the collaborative strategic ef-
forts with their LEAs to integrate improvement science into the work of  
their institutions, participants will receive coaching during each session 
from Carnegie fellows and staff  with experience in different aspects of  
improvement science.  

UCEA is enthusiastic about its ongoing collaboration with the 
Carnegie Foundation and looks forward to supporting and learning from 
the work of  our iLEAD participants.  
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UCEA Announces 2017 Award Recipients

UCEA’s annual awards were presented at the 30th annual 
convention in Denver, CO, November 15-19, 2017. 

Roald F. Campbell Lifetime Achievement Award: 
Carolyn M. Shields

The Roald F. Campbell Lifetime Achievement Award was instituted 
by UCEA in 1992 for the purpose of  recognizing senior professors 
in the field of  educational administration whose professional lives 
have been characterized by extraordinary commitment, excellence, 
leadership, productivity, generosity, and service. At the same time, 
the award celebrates the remarkable pioneering life of  Roald F. 
Campbell, whose distinguished career spanned many years and 
exemplified these characteristics. The 2017 recipient of  the Roald 
F. Campbell Lifetime Achievement Award is Carolyn M. Shields 
(Wayne State University).  

UCEA Master Professor Award: 
Margaret Grogan

The UCEA Master Professor Award is given to an individual 
faculty member who is recognized as being an outstanding teacher, 
advisor, and mentor of  students. The recipient of  this award has 
taken a leadership role in his or her academic unit and has aided 
in the advancement of  students into leadership positions in the 
K-12 system while promoting and supporting diversity in faculty, 
students, staff, programs, and curriculum in the field of  educational 
leadership. The 2017 UCEA Master Professor recipient is Margaret 
Grogan (Chapman University).

Jay D. Scribner Mentoring Award: 
Mark A. Gooden

The Jay D. Scribner Mentoring Award honors educational 
leadership faculty who have made a substantive contribution 
to the field by mentoring the next generation of  students into 
roles as university research professors, while also recognizing the 
important roles mentors play in supporting and advising junior 
faculty. This award is named after Jay D. Scribner, whose prolific 
career spans over four decades and who has mentored a host of  
doctoral students into the profession while advising and supporting 
countless junior professors. The 2017 recipient is Mark A. Gooden 
(Teachers College, Columbia University).

Jack A. Culbertson Award: 
David E. DeMatthews

The Jack A. Culbertson Award was established in 1982 in honor of  
UCEA’s first full-time executive director, who retired in 1981 after 
serving 22 years in the position. The award is presented annually 
to an outstanding junior professor of  educational administration 
in recognition of  contributions to the field. The 2017 Jack A. 
Culbertson award recipient is David E. DeMatthews (University 
of  Texas at El Paso).

Hanne Mawhinney Distinguished Service Award:
Casey D. Cobb  
Patrick B. Forsyth 

On occasion, UCEA’s leadership has found it appropriate to honor 
UCEA faculty for their outstanding service to the organization 
and the field. In 2015, the award was renamed in honor of  Hanne 
Mawhinney, who embodied the idea of  distinguished service and 
went above and beyond the call of  duty in service to UCEA. The 
Hanne Mawhinney Distinguished Service Award was given in 
2017 to Casey D. Cobb (University of  Connecticut) and Patrick B. 
Forsyth (University of  Oklahoma).

Edwin M. Bridges Award:
Linda Skrla 

The Edwin M. Bridges Award recognizes significant contribu-
tions to the preparation and development of  school leaders. The 
award recognizes contributions to preservice preparation as well 
as continuing professional development aimed at school leaders 
broadly defined, and the locus can be in universities or in the field. 
The 2017 recipient is Linda Skrla (University of  the Pacific).  

Paula Silver Case Award: 
David S. Knight 
Elena Izquierdo  
David E. DeMatthews 

The Paula Silver Case Award was instituted by UCEA in 1999 
to memorialize the life and work of  Paula Silver, former UCEA 
associate director and president-elect, who made significant 
contributions to our program through excellence in scholarship, 
advocacy of  women, and an inspired understanding of  praxis. 
The 2017 recipients are David S. Knight, Elena Izquierdo, and 
David E. DeMatthews (University of  Texas at El Paso) for their 
November 2016 article: A Balancing Act: School Budgeting and 
Resource Allocation on a New Dual Language Campus, Journal of  
Cases in Educational Leadership, 19(4), 32-46.

JRLE Best Article Award:
Alexandra E. Pavlakis 
Carolyn Kelley

Criteria for the Journal of  Research in Leadership Education (JRLE) 
Best Article Award include contribution to knowledge in the field 
regarding leadership preparation (significance), overall quality of  
the article, and impact or “reach.” The 2017 recipients of  the 
JRLE Best Article Award are Alexandra E. Pavlakis (Southern 
Methodist University) and Carolyn Kelley (University of  
Wisconsin–Madison) for their April 2016 article: Accreditation 
in the Professions: Implications for Educational Leadership 
Preparation Programs, Journal of  Research on Leadership Education, 
11(1), 68-90.
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Looking Ahead
It’s not too early to think about honorees for the 2018 convention. 
The next cycle of  UCEA awards begins in late spring with 
selections completed by the end of  summer. Additionally, each 
April UCEA announces the recipient of  the William J. Davis 
Award. The Davis Award is given annually to the authors of  the 
most outstanding article published in Educational Administration 
Quarterly during the preceding volume year. Please refer to future 
announcements in UCEA Review, in UCEA Connections, and on 
the website. 

2017 award winners and presenters. From L to R: Mark A. Gooden, 
Teachers College;  Patrick Forsyth, University of  Oklahoma; Ellen Goldring, 
Vanderbilt University; Carolyn Kelley, University of  Wisconsin-Madison 
(back); Carolyn M. Shields, Wayne State University; Alexandra E. Pavlakis, 
Southern Methodist University (back); Elena Izquierdo, University of  Texas 
at El Paso;  David DeMathews, University of  Texas at El Paso (back); Casey 
Cobb, University of  Conneticut; Linda Skrla, University of  the Pacific (back); 
Michelle Young, UCEA Executive Director. Not pictured: Margaret Grogan

Developing 
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Resources 
Based on  
Data &  
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Needs

Leading 
for English 
Language  
Learner 
Success

Preparing Leaders to Support Diverse Learners:
FIPSE LSDL Modules

Available for use at http://www.ucea.org/fipse/overview-and-introduction/
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Leadership 

Leading 
Learning & the  
Learning 
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Families & 
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Building a 
Community  
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Through  
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Contributions to the award fund are welcome and should be sent 
to UCEA, the University of  Virginia, Curry School of  Education, 
405 Emmet St., Charlottesville, VA, 22903.

Award Nominations for 2018

Nominations for UCEA’s 2018 awards competition are due June 
1, 2018. Please see www.ucea.org for information on criteria and 
the nomination process. 
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2018 David L. Clark National Graduate Student Research Seminar 

The Clark Seminar is cosponsored 
by UCEA, Divisions A & L of  
AERA, and SAGE Publications. It 
brings together promising graduate 
students and distinguished faculty 
for 2 days of  generative academic 
dialogue. This year’s seminar will be 
held April 12-13, 2018 in New York, 
NY, prior to the annual AERA 

conference. We are pleased to announce this year’s distinguished 
faculty mentors and scholars selected to participate in the 
seminar. Congratulations!

2018 Clark Seminar Scholars
Kendrick Alston, North Carolina State University
J. Cameron Anglum, University of  Pennsylvania
Minor Baker, Texas State University
Jonell Baskett, Illinois State Univeristy
Lena Batt, University of  Wisconsin-Madision
Laura Browning, University of  Missouri
Paul Bruno, University of  Southern California
Lindsey Burke, George Mason University
Susan Bush-Mecenas, University of  Southern California
Ruben Carrillo, University of  Texas at San Antonio
Liliana E. Castrellón, University of  Utah
Ethan O. Chang, University of  California, Santa Cruz
Kathryn Chapman, Arizona State University
James Coviello, University of  Texas at El Paso
Jason Cummins, Montana State University
Bryan Duarte, University of  Texas at San Antonio
Clare Buckley Flack, Teachers College, Columbia University
Garrick Grace, University of  Kentucky
Kenneth E. Graves, Teachers College, Columbia University
Johanna Hanley, University of  Georgia
Scott Hurwitz, University of  Connecticut

Maraki Kebede, Pennsylvania State University
Ian Christopher Kinkley, Michigan State University
Michael Harris Little, University of  North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Rebecca Carol Merrill, University of  North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Chandler P. Miranda, New York University
Richard Morel, Northwestern University
Angel Miles Nash, University of  Virginia
Susan Kemper Patrick, Vanderbilt University
Richard Pelton, Texas State University
Andrew Pendola, Pennsylvania State University
Tamilah Richardson, The George Washington University
Melanie Stefanovic, Florida Atlantic University
Christian Toala, St. John’s University
Laura Tobben, University of  California, Berkeley
Jeremy Brandon Turner, University of  Alabama
Bryan A. VanGronigen, University of  Virginia
Alison Wilson, University of  Oklahoma
Emily Woods, University of  Massachusetts-Boston
Meredith Wronowski, University of  Oklahoma

Faculty Mentors
Alex Bowers, Teachers College, Columbia University
Mónica Byrne-Jiménez, Indiana University
Sara Dexter, University of  Virginia
Susan Faircloth, University of  North Carolina at Willmington
George Farkas, University of  California, Irvine
Rick Ginsberg, University of  Kansas
Ellen Goldring, Vanderbilt University
Kimberly Hewitt, University of  North Carolina at Greensboro
Muhammad Khalifa, University of  Minnesotta
Hollie Mackey, University of  Olahoma
Betty Malen, University of  Maryland
Juan Niño, University of  Texas at San Antonio
Carolyn Sattin-Bajaj, Seton Hall 
Noelle Witherspon Arnold, Ohio State University

Grad Student Column & Blog: Submissions Welcome
Two elements of  the UCEA website are focused on issues and information relevant to the graduate stu-
dents of  UCEA. The Graduate Student Column typically features scholarship written by graduate stu-
dents at UCEA member institutions. Column entries explore a variety of  topics and allow the authors 
to present developing research and to the UCEA graduate student community. The Graduate Student 
Blog is a more discussion-oriented format encouraging conversation between graduate students via 
posts and comments. Topics addressed in the blog include discussion and links to educational leadership 
and educational policy news relevant to graduate students, as well as updates and information about ways 
graduate students can be more involved in UCEA. Graduate students are invited to send in contributions 
for both the Graduate Student Column and the Graduate Student Blog. To find out more, please e-mail  
ucea@virginia.edu.

www.ucea.org/graduate-student-blog/
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This year’s UCEA conference had an abundance of  
international sessions, presentations, workshops and, of  course, 
our International Summit. Among the featured activities were 
the UCEA-BELMAS preconference research collaboration 
session, which provided meeting time for the High Needs 
Schools and Social Justice teams of  the International School 
Leadership Development Network. There was also a meeting 
of  the International Congress to review findings from its survey 
and consider future directions; a session organized by Paul Miller 
from UCEA’s newest MoU partner, the Institute for Educational 
Administration and Leadership–Jamaica (IEALJ); the business 
meeting of  the UCEA Center for the International Study of  
School Leadership; and a postconference workshop addressing 
the nonaffirmative theory of  education. In addition, eight 
international community-building sessions provided comparative 
perspectives on a breadth of  issues including the following: 
improving low-performing schools, professional identities of  
school leaders, emotional experiences of  principals during political 
organizational change, how different education professionals 
do social justice work, democratic leadership practices in the 
enactment of  social justice in schools, reimaging the school as 
crucible of  engagement and learning for all, contextualizing 
leadership in high-need schools, and trust and policymaking 
within education in Finland and Sweden.

But the highlight of  UCEA’s international sessions, as 
in years past, was the International Summit, which examined 
Indigenous Perspectives on Educational Leadership. This year, the 
Summit was conducted over two sessions during the course of  
the conference, as opposed to being a postconference session 
as in the past. This change allowed participants time to consider 
the issues discussed in the first session and then return to engage 
in the conversation as it evolved. It also allowed others to join 
the second part of  the discussion based upon the positive buzz 
they had heard about the first, which was held Friday at 7:00 am. 
Given that early start time, it was great to see over 70 brave souls 
who made a point to set their alarms to get up early to hear our 
featured keynote presenters, Chris Sarra and Rosemary Campbell-
Stephens. I suspect no one in the audience regretted that decision 
once we engaged in this insightful and inspirational conversation 
about how Western-dominated perspectives of  educational 
leadership are often harmful to those from indigenous cultures.  

Dr. Sarra’s presentation focused on a “newer, more positive 
and honorable reality in which Aboriginal children could be 
stronger and smarter.” In his address, he reflected on his own 
personal and professional journey and how, as an Aboriginal 
student, he had to constantly prove to himself  and others that 
being an Aboriginal child did not mean he was incapable of  
high performance. He simply would not live down to the low 
expectations held for him by others. He told us about the strength 
he gained from his family and community, and how he was 

International Sessions at the UCEA Convention 2017

Stephen Jacobson
University at Buffalo–State University of  New York

UCEA Associate Director for International Initiatives

influenced by philosopher Roy Bhaskar’s work on the “concrete 
universal.” As founder and chairman of  the Stronger Smarter 
Institute, he has used this common core of  humanity to challenge 
the normative Eurocentric paradigm of  leadership in order to 
improve the life chances of  indigenous youngsters throughout 
Australia. Under his leadership, the school has become nationally 
acclaimed for significantly improving the educational and life 
outcomes of  Aboriginal children. 

Dr. Sarra’s passion for effecting sustainable change through 
positive leadership and mentoring with high expectations was 
inspiring. He embraces a proud cultural identity and a holistic 
sense of  what it means to be Aboriginal in contemporary society. 
He concluded by inviting the audience to contemplate how, as 
educators, we all might learn from this and set about purging the 
destructive influences of  low expectations held for some children 
that may exist our own schools.

Next, Mrs. Campbell-Stephens took the podium and built 
upon Dr. Sarra’s work by providing numerous examples of  
how African Caribbean approaches to leadership were practiced 
successfully by African Caribbean leaders in schools with diverse 
student populations and even in an all-White setting in England. 
She discussed how these “global” paradigms of  leadership have 
influenced Western models and leaders, but without recognition, 
pointing out that we must never lose sight of  who comprises 
the global “majority” and how the term minority often brings 
with it pejorative connotations and deficit-based models of  
educating children. Like Dr. Sarra, Mrs. Campbell-Stephens is 
a dynamic, insightful speaker, with a wealth of  experience and 
accomplishments to support her positions. For example, she 
designed and led Investing in Diversity, a groundbreaking leadership 
preparation program for the Institute of  Education, University of  
London, within which those from diverse but underrepresented 
backgrounds are enabled to find their authentic voice and practice 
leadership differently in order to successfully change the schools 
they lead. For her efforts, Mrs. Campbell-Stephens was awarded an 
MBE (Member of  the Order of  the British Empire) in 2015, an 
honor bestowed by the Queen of  England for outstanding service 
to education for over 35 years.

Our second session was held on Satuday at the more 
civil time of  4:20 p.m., at the invitation of  the directors of  the 
International Successful School Leadership Center, Jami Berry, 
Melanie Brooks, and Charlie Slater, whom I want to thank for 
their generosity and efforts. At this session, we continued our 
discussion of  Indigenous Perspectives on Educational Leadership 
with Dr. Sarra and Mrs. Campbell-Stephens and added domestic 
perspectives through the contributions of  discussants LeRoy 
Saiz, Darrick Silversmith, and Gwen Holmes, indigenous school 
leaders from the Denver Public Schools and a nearby district. 
They provided both personal and professional insights into how 
American public education often holds the same deleterious 
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types of  low expectations for indigenous American children 
as Dr. Sarra noted for indigenous youngsters in Australia. 
They explained how they work through the public system 
to help support individual youngsters and their communities 
in achieving their aspirations. They made it clear that these 
were very difficult undertakings but that their commitment 
was unwavering. Speaking for myself, and I believe for others 
as well, this year’s Summit was informative, insightful, and 
inspirational. I wish to thank all those who made it possible 
and participated, both the speakers and a very engaged 
audience (especially our committed early-risers!).  

See you all in 2018. If  you have any suggestions for 
next year’s Summit, feel free to drop me a note at eoakiml@
buffalo.edu.

All the best in 2018
Steve

British Educational Leadership, Management & 
Administration Society

6-8th July 2018
Beaumont Estate Hotel, Windsor, England

https://www.belmasannualconference.org.uk

EERA ECER Conference
4-7th September 2018

Bolzano, Italy
www.eera-ecer.de/ecer-2018-bolzano/

2018 UCEA Convention
Our Mission Critical:  
Revolutionizing the Future Through  
Equitable Educational Leadership,  
Research, and Practice

Nov. 15-18, 2018

Houston, Texas

Marriott Marquis Houston
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Thank you to all reviewers, facilitators, discussants, attendees, and volunteers  
who made the Convention possible!

Sponsors

Thanks to our 2017 Convention Exhibitors & Sponsors

In the 31 years that UCEA has held its convention, many institutions have served as generous sponsors and exhibitors. 
In all cases, these cooperative endeavors served to create a more dynamic relationship between UCEA and those 
institutions and organizations. UCEA acknowledges the substantive contributions that the following sponsors and 
exhibitors made to this year’s 31st Convention. We greatly appreciate their support and continuing endorsement.

University of Colorado-Denver
University of North Texas
University of Texas at San Antonio, The Graduate School
Pennsylvania State University
University of Houston

Brock International Prize in Education
Michigan State University
University of Louisville
Texas State University

SAGE Publications
IAP – Information Age Publishing, Inc.

Exhibitors

Contributors

University of Denver
The Wallace Foundation
University of Pennsylvania
University of Utah

PartnersHost Sponsors

Carol Mullen, Virginia Tech University
Michelle D. Young, UCEA/University of Virginia

Donations

Routledge Taylor and Francis Group
Peter Lang Publishing
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2018 Calendar
Mar. 2018 UCEA Cuba trip, Mar. 12-17

All Academic opens for 2018 proposals, March 28

Apr. 2018 Deadline for submissions, Summer UCEA Review, April 1
Deadline for nominations, Excellence in Educational Leadership 

Award, April 2
AERA Div. A Early Faculty Career Mentoring Seminar, New 

York City, April 12-13
David L. Clark Seminar, April 12-13, New York City
William L. Boyd National Education Politics Workshop, April 

13, New York City 
AERA meeting, April 13-17, New York City
NZEALS conference, April 18-20, Aukland, New Zealand
Deadline, intent to apply for Exemplary Educational Leadership 

Preparation (EELP) Award, April 30

May 2018 Deadline, UCEA Convention 2018 proposals and Graduate 
Student Summit proposals, May 6

June 2018 Deadline, UCEA awards nominations, June 1 

July 2018 Deadline, EELP Award application materials, July 2 
BELMAS conference, July 6-8, Windsor, England
UCEA Film Festival submissions due

Aug. 2018 Deadline for submissions, Fall UCEA Review, Aug. 1 

Sept. 2018 ECER annual conference, Sept. 4-7, Bolzano, Italy

Nov. 2018 UCEA Graduate Student Summit, Houston, TX
UCEA Convention, Nov 15-18, Houston, TX
UCEA International Summit, Houston, TX


